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»The chronicle is not to be a book that remains on the  
shelf collecting dust but instead one that you enjoy taking down  
to look up some idea or another, some detail or another.«

»50 years of ideas for the future: Our chronicle should absolutely reflect  
our inspiration and passion for the business and recount developments and 
events large and small as well as anecdotes. This will ensure that what we  
have achieved so far is depicted in an entertaining way and will document  
a solid basis for a long and prosperous future. It is to be a vibrant story that 
makes you want to continue creating it.« 

Dr. Harald Zebedin 
DESMA Managing Director
since 2012

Martin Schürmann
DESMA Managing Director
since 2007



FOREWORD

DEAR READERS:

The name DESMA has quite successfully stood for „Deutsche Spezialmaschi-
nen” (German special machines) since 1946 when our parent company was 
founded in Achim near Bremen for the production of shoe soling systems. 
Our story, however, begins in 1965 with the founding of the DESMA plant in 
Fridingen. Fridingen is located in the District of Tuttlingen, and along with the 
District of Pirmasens in the Palatinate, was one of the biggest shoe-producing 
regions in Germany in the 1970s.

What started out with seven employees as a manufacturer of technical shoe 
moulds and small equipment under the name Maschinenfabrik Fridingen has 
grown into a company with more than 500 employees at five production sites. 
While back then the particular aim was to provide competition for a newly 
established rival a few kilometers up the Danube in Stetten near Mühlheim, 
today DESMA is viewed as a world market leader in the special market of the 
rubber injection moulding industry.

Read all about how the company, staff and our products have successfully 
evolved and developed over the past 50 years. And together with us look to 
the future, which we would like to continue to mould together with you.

We are very grateful to you for the trust you have placed in our capabilities!

We wish you pleasant reading,

Martin Schürmann and Dr. Harald Zebedin
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Congratulations, interviews
  & words of welcome 

Insights & Ideas

What does the company’s success mean to DESMAnians of the first hour and the present day, associates, political celebrities, friends and part-
ners? And how did a sentence written on the wall make the establishment stage so successful? Many who have faithfully accompanied us on our 
course tell their stories and provide thrilling insights into the special spirit of DESMA.
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THAT’S US!

Right from the start, Herbert Ludwig, founder of the original main DESMA plant, 
had the following motto placed in Hall 1 in Achim in very big red letters:

QUALITY MEANS SAFETY

We, too, have always adhered to this. Otherwise, we wouldn’t be celebrating  
an anniversary here in Fridingen this year.
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LISA REBHOLZ
DESMAnian since 2007

My future:
At an interesting workplace at DESMA 
where I can drive new developments forward 
with my knowledge and ideas.

If you are enthusiastic about learning and thirst  
for knowledge, then DESMA is just the right place for you.

DANIEL FRANK
DESMAnian since 2005

»
»

«

«
»

«

JOHANN MINDERMANN
DESMAnian in Achim, 1959 – 1991 
DESMAnian in Fridingen, 1992 – 2011 
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A All in all, a good and interesting time 
that I enjoy looking back on. 

Managing production, the plant, quality and 
occupational safety has meant a time full of 
variety with different responsibilities.

Socially a good fit as well, at DESMA  
and in personal matters too. I still have  
the same pleasant acquaintances and  
good friendships today.

Each of us working together and being 
there for one another was the way to 
succeed for most of us in terms of our 
careers and for the company.

Duration of my post in Fridingen: 34 years 
and before that three years in Achim.

DESMA Fridingen appeared from out of nowhere in a green field in 1965.  
On the search for new ideas and products, a small team managed to set  
the cornerstone for the present-day company. 

HEINRICH ARNDT 
DESMAnian, 1968 – 2004

ERNST STENGELIN  
DESMAnian, 1966 – 2000

I interpret the name DESMA for myself like this:
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WORDS OF WELCOME OF THE PARTNERS
CONGRATULATIONS FROM THE BOARD OF SALZGITTER AG

Dear Business Partners and Staff: 

Customer orientation, sustainability, reliability and innovation coupled with a 
sense of fair, collaborative partnership in internal and external business rela- 
tions are the foundations for entrepreneurial thoughts and actions at Salz-
gitter AG and its subsidiaries. At the same time, it is very important to us for 
our company to be successfully active in its respective markets with healthy, 
profitable growth, continuity and an international presence. 

Klöckner DESMA Elastomertechnik GmbH, or DESMA for short, is a compa-
ny in the Group that acts according to the above-mentioned attributes and 
makes us very happy. DESMA, a market leader in its niche market in the 
production of injection moulding machines and moulds for moulded elasto-
mer articles, very successfully meets the requirements of just as discerning 
customers around the world.  

However, in particular, it is DESMA’s experienced and qualified employees, 
who develop, design, produce and distribute high-performance products that 
focus on customer benefit, that distinguish DESMA. The product portfolio is 
defined by strong partners among the customers that keep on challenging 
DESMA with new requirements and that trust in DESMA to make them more 
able to compete and succeed in their corresponding markets. And, of course, 
the vendors and service providers, who participate in the thriving develop-
ment of DESMA to enable collaborative interest in sustainable good business, 

Prof. Dr. Heinz Fuhrmann
Chairman of the Executive Board 

Salzgitter AG

support DESMA in its efforts to grow in terms of quality and quantity.
For us, it is a pleasure as well as an obligation to push and support DESMA  
in equal measure with advice and action concerning investment projects that 
will shape the future, and to do so on an ongoing basis and especially with 
regard to opportunities to generate advantages for the customer.  

On this note, we would like to extend our warm thanks for your respective 
commitment. We congratulate DESMA on its 50th anniversary and look for-
ward to a successful future together with you.

All the best!

Salzgitter, June 2015
The Executive Board and Technology Division of Salzgitter AG

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Heinz Jörg Fuhrmann
Burkhard Becker 
Michael Kieckbusch
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Matthias Niemeyer
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WORDS OF WELCOME OF THE PARTNERS

Prof. Dr. Matthias Niemeyer  
Head of Technology Division 

 Salzgitter AG 
Member of Group Management

Burkhard Becker
 Executive Board of Salzgitter AG 

Finance 

Michael Kieckbusch 
Executive Board of Salzgitter AG 

Human Resources
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WORDS OF WELCOME 
OF THE DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR
STEFAN BÄR 

Ladies and Gentlemen:

50 years of DESMA, an anniversary to be proud of, on which I would like to 
cordially congratulate you not only personally but first and foremost in the 
name of the region as well. 

Since the founding of DESMA in 1965, then as MAF Fridingen GmbH, not 
only has the internal framework of the company changed, but also shifts and 
changes from the outside have required considerable strength and persever-
ance for the maintenance of a successful course. In the last 50 years new 
assemblies and products have been developed, distant markets established 
and new plants founded. Moreover, it has also been possible to continuously 
create new jobs at the home site of Fridingen through foresight, stamina and 
determination. 

The District of Tuttlingen is a very important economic center and is known 
most importantly for its many global market leaders. However, it is primarily 
traditional mid-sized companies such as DESMA which have continuously pro-
vided jobs in the area for generations. DESMA is one of the critical pillars and 
a crucial component of our local economy. Despite its international alignment, 
it has always maintained its connection to the District of Tuttlingen and is thus 
a reliable employer for many people in the Danube valley and beyond.  

Without its local business, the District of Tuttlingen would not be what it is 
today. I am grateful to DESMA for its commitment to the District of Tuttlingen 
and wish management and staff all the best for the future!

Yours faithfully, 
Stefan Bär, District Administrator of Tuttlingen
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INSIGHTS & IDEAS

…OF THE MAYOR
STEFAN WAIZENEGGER 

Congratulations on Company Anniversary!   

This year, Fridingen-based model company Klöckner DESMA looks back on 
50 years of company history. This proud anniversary provides an opportunity 
to reflect, review past decades and befittingly celebrate the happy occasion. 
I would like to congratulate the company, its management and all staff in the 
name of the City of Fridingen and extend our best wishes. I do so also in the 
awareness that the company, a major employer and a supporter of local asso-
ciations and events, is an established part of our community which we cannot 
imagine being without. 

As the second largest employer, DESMA is a necessary component of our 
local economy. With about 250 employees, the company demonstrates that it 
pays off to produce at smaller sites, create jobs there and secure those jobs. 
The company is exemplary in its contribution to offering good future pros-
pects to the people in our rural area. This is not a matter of course, espe- 
cially in times of globalization. On behalf of the City, I would therefore like to 
expressly thank you for this clear commitment and your loyalty to the site of 
Fridingen. 

A company’s history is not just a history of mere revenue and balance sheet 
figures. Instead, in the past as well as in the present, it always encompasses 
the history of the people who carry the company forward with their labor, 
dedication and identification. Quality products, dependability and continuity 
in company leadership, as well as a motivated team, have resulted in an out-
standing company culture at DESMA. A company culture which has made it 
possible to successfully rise to any new challenges and circumstances on the 
market and prevail. Fridingen is proud and happy to be home to such a highly 
performing and highly productive company. 

In the economy, the familiar principle applies that there is nothing more con- 
stant than change. Time and again, change and new developments demand 
fast responses so as not to go off track and lose market position in a global- 
ized world. May DESMA continue to succeed in the international arena with 
innovative power, quality and a motivated team as well as forward-looking 
company policies, for the good of the company and the good of our City. 

In the name of the City, I wish the company, its management and all employ- 
ees a happy anniversary, as well as plenty of innovative ideas and economic 
success for the future. 
 

Yours faithfully, 
Stefan Waizenegger, Mayor
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QUESTIONS FOR
MARTIN SCHÜRMANN | MANAGING DIRECTOR DESMA

You returned to Germany from South Africa in 2007.
What made you want to join the DESMA management team? 

First of all, because DESMA was already excellently positioned as number one 
in its niche market as a result of its technologies and also because it has great 
application and customer references. At the same time, I recognized poten-
tials in the area of internationalization, innovation in terms of product and 
organization as well as high yield.

Even at that distance, these responsibilities appealed to me. Talks with cus- 
tomers in South Africa, India and Germany, and with DESMA staff in Fridingen 
and Ahmedabad then sealed it. My gut reaction matched my reasoning. And 
last of all, my wife and I were attracted to 
the idea of living near Lake Constance in a 
region that joins four countries and, conse- 
quently, in one of the richest natural and 
cultural landscapes in Germany and Europe, 
as well as to the idea of providing our two 
sons with a beautiful and safe place to grow up in. 
   

DESMA is an established player in the rubber and silicone market. 
How has the company managed to strengthen trust in the brand 
so outstandingly? 

With people who understand the high-level requirements of our customers 
and implement them. We develop this trust anew every day – by offering 
customers precisely those solutions to make them more productive, qualita-
tively better and, therefore, more profitable and better able to compete. In 
this way, DESMA grows with the customer, whether large or small. We have 
learned from experience that strongly expanding and internationally active 
companies often grow out of smaller operations within a few years.  

DESMA is globally represented with five 
sites. Where do you see major growth 
potentials for the future?

The wave of above-average growth in BRIC 
countries is declining for reasons involving politics and market dictates, as we 
know. Thanks to our strong positioning, especially at DESMA’s sites in India 
and China, we have “ridden out” this wave well – to use surfer language. 

»Today, this makes it possible for us to  
offer ‘quality made by DESMA’ to any  
customer anywhere in the world.«
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»It’s now up to us to continue to stretch to the limit in order  
to grow sustainably and qualitatively through the careful use  
of resources, increased productivity and new applications.«

As we know from the saturated markets of Western Europe and North Ameri-
ca, it’s up to us to continue to stretch to the limit in order to grow sustainably 
and qualitatively through the careful use of resources, increased productivity 
and new applications. Just look at our efforts in the USA and Germany. We are 
in internal competition within our sites. Nevertheless, with the joint perfor-
mance of all five sites, we have succeeded in remaining extremely able to 
compete in the external arena.

The requirements at international sites are very different to those 
of the German market. How can DESMA prevail everywhere?

DESMA benefited hugely 
from the great demands and 
support received from our 
western clients with their 
international undertakings, 
e.g. in India and China. At the 
same time, in accordance with our company philosophy, we understood how 
to kindle interest within local markets and successfully develop them. This 
makes it possible for us to offer “quality made by DESMA” to any customer 
anywhere in the world.

DESMA successfully develops and produces machines and excels 
with exemplary service. Being constantly available for customers 
worldwide is a big job. Where do you think the service offering 
should be further extended?

In this respect, we are no different than the key players of the German market 
for machine and plant engineering. Customers demand fast, competent 
service in every corner of the world. Our 52 service technicians answer this 

call and are available to serve customers on all continents. This positioning 
coupled with the hotline service allows for immediate, globe-spanning help, 
e.g. for remediating machine malfunctions. DESMA has a super service team 
which is a perfect complement to the employees of Sales/Distribution – true 
to the motto: “The sales rep sells the first machine, every further order is 
made possible by the customer service technician.” 

In addition, we excel on account of our expertise in another important area: 
Training users. We conduct courses at our plants, at the customer’s site or 
a combination of the two. Furthermore, we offer web-based e-training for 
independent learning with progress monitoring.

Further services include 
production optimization, 
project engineering/
turnkey services, pro-
cess development at the 
DESMA Process Enginee-

ring Center, small series production, service life cycle concepts. We offer our 
customers all of these life cycle services together with the machine techno-
logy upon request. And while I’m on the subject, I personally keep on being 
inspired by everything we get up and running for our customers. 
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QUESTIONS FOR
DR. HARALD ZEBEDIN | MANAGING DIRECTOR DESMA

DESMA customers come from a wide range of industries, and 
requirements are consequently diversified. How much effort will 
DESMA invest in future research and development?

Implementing applications which are relevant for the customer and which 
generate added value in a manner which is expedient, cost-effective and stan-
dards-compliant is always a tug of war. The focus of our development work 
is therefore the methodical and systematic improvement of processes and of 
our own crucial expertise in application solutions.

In terms of research, we collaborate with renowned institutes and universi-
ties in order to find new solutions in the area of material sciences and design 
engineering within our business segment and beyond.

The best indication of the actual amount of effort we devote to research and 
development projects are the 64 technicians and engineers who work on de-
sign and application technology teams in Germany, India, China and the USA. 
In the future, we will also work towards making our international network 
much more efficient in view of research and development activities.

For more than 50 years now, DESMA has had a pioneering role 
in manufacturing systems engineering and plant engineering for 
the production of moulded elastomer articles. What do you feel 
are the most important achievements and innovations?

The objective is to reinforce this pioneering role in the future as well by con-
tinuing to make our customers better able to compete through our products. 
We achieve this, for example, by offering customers increased productivity, 
improved quality as a result of more precise process control and reliable 
reproducibility, easy maintenance and operation, greater flexibility to respond 
to future requirements and considerably more efficient use of resources, 
marked by lower material loss and energy consumption.

The most important achievement for our customers is a triad comprising 
machine, automation technology and mould shop, and we are the only 
mechanical engineering expert in our field able to offer this. Moreover, it is 
the migration from compression moulding to injection moulding, for example, 
which we support with our process technology expertise and in-house mould 
shop. Furthermore, it is all of the applications which we have developed in 
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»One of the most important, if not the most important, 
success factors for DESMA is that in our company all 
disciplines work together and we can offer our custom- 
ers all services from a single source.«

the area of our diversified cold runner and ITM technology, first and foremost 
ZeroWaste and FlowControl technology, which is now topped by the develop-
ment of our PressureSense process for measuring the pressure inside the 
mould cavity. Not to mention our consistent mechanical engineering develop-
ment with the BENCHMARK S3 in the vertical machine segment as well as 
the SEALMASTER S3 horizontal machine. 

For all developments, the priority was, is and will continue to be tangible and 
calculable benefit for our customers.

What technological trends does your company recognize? 

Let me just say this: The focus of the development of Industry 4.0 is on 
networking market requirements, production planning, the availability of 
materials and machines and 
the people in production oper-
ations. In this regard, we have 
got to work on a future-proof 
standard for our industry. In 
addition, the roles of aspects 
such as automation and pro-
cess control will be redefined. 

When it comes to the appeal of the workplace to junior staff, the improvement 
of workplace conditions is another very important issue in our industry.

In addition, we will tangibly extend our commitment to further conservation of 
materials and energy resources, and couple this with increased productivity.

In terms of handling international competition, especially China, 
where do you see the greatest challenge in the market of the 
elastomer-processing industry?

Our customers know that they can rely on us as a partner in all of the world’s 
important economic and growth regions. As a result, we have succeeded in 
adapting ideally to various market requirements also as far as technology 
is concerned. And we will continue to drive this development forward in 
connection with technology and production as well. For instance, we foresee 
that, given growing volumes of business, half of the design team at our sites, 
especially in India and China, will be working to better fulfill local require-

ments, and also to strengthen our 
international design network.

With our activities in India and 
China, we at DESMA have long 
been seen as an “Asian competi-
tor” by our rivals. We are aware of 

what the markets are doing, and can keep local competition well in check with 
our development agility.
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DESMA 1965 – 2015
Milestones & Success Stories

It is the age of the baby boom and the so-called economic miracle, “Wirtschaftswunder” in German, in which the Fridingen machine plant  
rapidly learns to walk. Throughout the course of five decades, the original subsidiary of DESMA’s main operations in Achim has understood how 
to successfully extend its product portfolio in a future-proof manner. As DESMA, the company is now an expert in elastomer injection moulding  
machinery and is represented in all of the economic regions of the world with more than 500 employees. Products manufactured in DESMA 
plants can be found on every continent, e.g. in cars, ships and power plants. Join us on a journey through space and time!



2
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1965 – 1975 1976 – 1986 1987 – 1997  

1ST DECADE

On December 1, following the successful selec-
tion of a site and seven months of construction, 
MAF (“Maschinenfabrik Fridingen”) commen-
ces production in the 200 m2 production hall 
in Fridingen on the Danube. Walter Schatz is 
there from the word go, serving as Managing 
Directorand entrusted with establishing the 
DESMA subsidiary. He is supported by his first 
employee Mathilde Spiertz.

The production of shoe moulds for markets  
in southern Germany, Switzerland, Austria and 
France takes a “serendipitous upswing”.  
The DM 1 million mark in sales is reached, the 
team has already grown to 50 employees and 
the production hall is enlarged to 1,500 m2 one 
year ahead of schedule.

Initially, MAF supplies finished parts and shoe 
moulding machine parts to the DESMA plant in 
Achim, whose plastic and rubber injection  
moulding machinery is renowned worldwide. 
The company then reorganizes as a legally  
independent subsidiary: Ernst Stengelin,  
hired in the previous year and later Head of 
Design, establishes manufacturing systems 
engineering as a further and – as it soon turns 
out – successful business segment.

1965
1966

1967
32

1
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ZEITRAFFER
1998 – 2008 2009 - 2015  

All the big names in ski boot manufacturing 
soon come to appreciate the know-how in 
the recently added ski boot mould shop. 
Top modelers from adidas, Henke, Kastin-
ger, Raichle and Rieker coordinate directly 
with DESMA Werke Fridingen for their 
requirements. Sales also take on athletic 
proportions and approach the DM 10 mil- 
lion mark.

The Hannover Messe (Hanover Fair) opens  
its gates and the DESMA Werke Fridingen 
booth is a popular attraction. The visitors’ 
interest focuses on plastic injection moulding 
system 863. The company’s own development 
opens up completely new opportunities for 
the plastics processing industry and ushers  
in further growth for the plant.

DESMA 960.007 marks a shift – enabling en-
try into the prospering rubber sector. The first 
vertical plunger injection moulding machine 
for the commercial production of moulded 
rubber articles premieres at the Leipziger 
Messe (Leipzig Fair) and causes a sensation 
across the entire industry. It is presented at 
the K 75 – the international fair for plastic and 
rubber – in Düsseldorf in October. Sales talks 
are successful and a solid buffer of orders 
sees the Fridingen-based company through 
the first global economic slump.

On its 10th birthday, DESMA Werke Fridingen 
looks back on its successful development 
with pride: Managing DirectorWalter Schatz 
and the meanwhile 140 employees have suc-
cessfully extended the program, which  
initially comprised only the footwear industry, 
to include the plastics processing industry. 
The production halls and administration 
buildings have expanded from 200 m2 to 
3,600 m2 – and the first steps are taken into 
the future.

1968

1972 

MAF becomes DESMA Werke 
Fridingen.

1974

1975

6

5

4

1 | 1965: First production hall in Fridingen  
2 | 1966: Look inside the machine hall 
3 | 1965: Herbert Ludwig, Walter Schatz, District 
       Administrator Hans Köpf, District Council 
        representative Johannes Epple
4 | 1969: Company sports group
5 | 1975: First vertical rubber injection moulding  
       machine D 960.007
6 | Sole for Puma cross-country ski boot
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1965 – 1975 1976 – 1986 1987 – 1997

1965

FRIDINGEN – AN IDEAL SITE
TOPPING-OUT CEREMONY AT THE NEW MASCHINENFABRIK FRIDINGEN BUILDING

Maschinenfabrik Fridingen (MAF) was founded as the first subsidiary of 
DESMA in Achim near Bremen. Under the leadership of Herbert Ludwig, the 
original main plant experiences rapid development and wishes to serve its 
customers – renowned brands such as Ricosta, Henke, Solidus and Salaman-
der – in southern Germany, Austria, Switzerland, France and Italy even better 
in future.

The decision to site the company in Fridingen on the Danube is entirely 
deliberate. There are indeed enough experts here, and they are absolutely in-
dispensable for the production of special machines. Moreover, the “Swabians” 
are known for being particularly conscientious and hardworking.

“Finished! After just seven months of building.” 

Following successful negotiations with Fridingen city council, building begins 
in the spring of 1965, and is already completed on November 26! The 200 m2 
production hall was built in record time. “After long, hard work,” reports the 
local press, “the building owner, architect, construction companies and the 
Mayor arrive at the new building and celebrate the topping-out ceremony.” 

“And another record that first year”
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1998 – 2008 2009 - 2015
MILESTONES & SUCCESS STORIES

THE FIRST SEVEN DESMANIANS
RAPID STAFF GROWTH 

Managing Director Walter Schatz, appointed by Herbert Ludwig, is commis- 
sioned with the expansion of MAF. His first employee is Mathilde Spiertz,  
who sets up her first office in a restaurant named Feuerhake, also called  

“The Pub”. The first skilled tradesmen arrive when production begins: Josef 
Hipp, Michel Kossowan, Emil Hipp, Waldemar Küchler, Valentin Hipp, Günther  
Hamma and then apprentice Johannes Hipp. Just one year later there are     
12 employees on the payroll, who generate annual earnings of DM 966,000.

Topping-out ceremony benediction

       »Much luck and many blessings  
for the plant’s owners and employees,  
and good cooperation in the company.« 

1965

In keeping with the traditional carpenters’ custom, the topping-out ceremony 
benediction is proclaimed at lofty heights and those involved and guests ex-
press their thanks in opening addresses. Production begins December 1 and 
new targets are set for the future. An addition is planned for 1967 “provided 
that the company develops well”. The young company fully surpasses this 
expectation. The hall addition is inaugurated just one year later, 12 months 
sooner than planned.
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1976 – 1986 1987 – 19971965 – 1975

GROUNDBREAKING!  
TWO INNOVATIONS FROM DESMA
S 863 AND DESMA 960.007

Meanwhile, DESMA Werke Fridingen has become a major player in mechani-
cal engineering. The re-extended and optimized program was exhibited at the 
international Hannover Messe (Hanover Fair), the most important industry fair 
worldwide. The new S 863, which astonishes the industry and is praised in 
the articles of the Swabian “Gränzbote”, is an attraction: 

“Plastic injection moulding system 863 received 
much attention. This multistation machine is 
suitable for processing integral foam (thermo-
plastic foam casting) made of polystyrene or 
polypropylene PVC, expanded or compact ther-
moplastic rubber, and provides the technical 
sector of the plastics processing industry with 
many new opportunities.” 

1972

RIGHT ON TRACK WITH SKI BOOTS
A NEW DIVISION DEVELOPS SPLENDIDLY – AND PRESTIGIOUSLY

Initially, the subsidiary mainly produces machine components and shoe mould 
parts for the main plant at that time in Achim. Business soon experiences a 

“major boom” and further orders, some of which are spectacular, follow for the 
meanwhile newly named DESMA Werke Fridingen. This leads to the addition of 
the mould shop for ski boots in 1972.

“The line needs to be clearer!”

The complex workflows for the ski boot mould shop are coordinated in close 
collaboration with the customers. Many top designers of renowned ski boot 
manufacturers such as adidas, Henke, Kastinger, Raichle and Rieker even 
travel to Fridingen in person to discuss their wishes and ideas with the Mould 
Shop Head.

“DESMA offers definite competitive advantage.”
 

In addition to the know-how of the DESMA experts, the technical equipment 
of the young company also proves to be a plus on the market. A special  
profiling machine with a mirror imaging unit makes it possible to produce  
the mould halves for the right and left boot simultaneously in one single  
work step.

1974/1975
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1998 – 2008 2009 - 2015
MILESTONES & SUCCESS STORIES

10 YEARS OF DESMA WERKE FRIDINGEN
BRILLIANT ANNIVERSARY FESTIVITIES WITH MANY GUESTS

DESMA Werke Fridingen celebrates its 10th year. The anniversary festivities in 
Fridingen’s gymnasium and festival hall, decorated for the occasion, mark  
a further highlight in the history of the still young company. Managing Director 
Walter Schatz and his wife Carmen Schatz are pleased to welcome the entire 
staff together with their partners, DESMA Achim’s top management and the 
Mayor of Fridingen as guests. The town council, comprising the original mem-
bers from 1965 when the company was founded, is also in attendance.

Walter Schatz can look back on the initial years with pleasure and pride, years 
which passed in an extremely positive way. His thanks go out in particular to 
the meanwhile 140 employees, without whom it would not have been possible 
to achieve such success. Mayor Hubert Schiebel extends congratulations 
on the part of the city and its residents. He thanks the Managing Director of 
DESMA Werke Fridingen for his unwavering commitment as well as the staff, 
whose hard work and loyalty have helped build the company.

Hubert Schiebel, Mayor 
1957 – 1977

Friedrich Koch, CEO DESMA Achim 
1967 – 1983

    »The company has become a genuine  
landmark with rank and name in the community
    and we can’t imagine Fridingen without it.«

    »Who would have thought that in ten years the company 
would rise to such status? We are surprised and astonished  
 at what we are encountering today at this hour!«

“Congratulations from the global DESMA family”
 
Managing Director Koch from the original parent plant in Achim near Bremen 
congratulates founder Schatz and his staff. He praises the particular perfor-
mance of DESMA Werke Fridingen and at the same time commits the staff to 

“making the positive sound and reputation of the name DESMA just as good at 
the next anniversary as they are now!” Before the anniversary night gets un-
derway with music and dancing, Waldemar Küchler from the workers’ council 
extols the trustful relationship between the staff and the family of managers: 

“We know what you mean to us, and give you our warm thanks!”

The new development from DESMA takes the market by storm. The first ma-
chines are sold right at the fair, and order books fill up in the time thereafter. 
Even a trade delegation from the German Democratic Republic indicates a 
great interest in visiting the plant in Fridingen.

“A great shot – and a great step for DESMA” 

One year later, the DESMA 960.007 ushers in a new era for the company. 
DESMA succeeds in entering the future market of rubber processing with this 
first vertical plunger injection moulding machine. An innovation which enables 
extremely cost-effective production of moulded rubber parts for the rubber 

processing industry and one which the designers under the lead of Ernst 
Stengelin are especially proud of is completely developed in the company’s 
own plant. The machine is presented to the industry at the Leipzig Messe  
(Leipzig Fair) and is immediately received with enthusiasm. The presentation 
at the K 75, the international fair for plastic and rubber in Düsselfdorf, is 
equally successful.

1975
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And action! Screw-plunger injection moulding 
system 863.032 is presented to the press at the 
international IMS fair for footwear production. 
The new production unit is the 250th machine 
from Fridingen and a genuine anniversary edi-
tion. That same year, a visit from a USSR trade 
delegation is the stuff films are made of, and a 
film crew arrives from Munich to make a “mar-
keting and industrial film” about the plant. 

The portfolio of multistation machines, round-table machines and vertical 
machines is extended to include horizontal mould carriers. 50 represen-
tatives of the German rubber industry are given an exclusive look at the 
latest innovation from DESMA at a symposium in Fridingen.

DESMA scores with the development of the Copa Mundial football boot 
from adidas, which is produced to this day. The Fridingen plant collabo-
rates on this to optimize the design of the sole. A special round table for 
PUR processing makes it possible.

1 | 1976: 250th machine DESMA 863.032
2 | 1980: New series 962.250
3 | 1977: Injection machines with horizontal  
       alignment of the mould carrier
4 | 1985: Aerial shot of DESMA plant in Fridingen
5 | 1981: Skilled tradesman in production
6 | 1986: New 966 series

The patent application for  
a “tool mould for the pro- 
duction of injected shoe 
soles” is only the beginning. 
In the following years further 
DESMA innovations ensure 
market successes.

2ND DECADE

1976 

1977 

1978 

1

3

2
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A new generation of injection  
moulding machines is developed 
at DESMA and the first 962 takes  
the market by storm. Still today,  
the future-oriented series 962.080 – 
962.400 contributes to the success 
of DESMA. 

Klöckner AG Duisburg acquires DESMA  
Werke Achim. DESMA Werke Fridingen re-
mains independent for the most part, profits 
from the strong network of affiliated compa-
nies in subsequent years and continuously 
extends its excellent position in the rubber 
industry.

DESMA USA starts operations  
in Erlanger, Kentucky.

DESMA Werke Fridingen further extends 
its strong market position in the rubber 
industry with the innovative machine 
series D 966.

An increase in revenues of 46%, 
a further production hall with 
1,000 m2 and the creation of  
30 new jobs – plenty of reasons 
to be happy at the 20 th anniver-
sary of DESMA Werke Fridingen. 
In November, management, the 
workers’ council and the  
175 employees plus numerous 
guests celebrate the anniversary 
with major festivities. Mayor  
Roland Ströbele takes this occa-
sion to recognize the company as 
a “great stroke of luck” for the  
economy of the City of Fridingen.

1979 

1985 

1980 

1982 

1986 

6

5

4
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1976

A FIRST AND ANNIVERSARY ISSUE
NEW SCREW-PLUNGER INJECTION MOULDING SYSTEM IN THE SPOTLIGHT

863.032 – 250 – 5.5 are the “dimensions” of the latest DESMA model present- 
ed to journalists and media representatives in the run-up to the International 
Fair for Shoe Manufacturing (IMS). The screw-plunger injection moulding 
system with the series number 863.032 is another genuine innovation from 
Fridingen and at the same time the 250th machine to leave the plant.

The new production unit combines the wealth of experience of the mechanical 
engineering specialist with forward-looking ideas for the special requirements 
of the shoe industry. DESMA 863.032 excels with a high level of flexibility and 

     »We are justified in our hopes as we  
go to the IMS in Pirmasens since, with the new development  
in the production of shoe parts such as moulded soles, heels,  
 insoles and much more, we have succeeded in filling  
  an existing market niche in an efficient  
    and economical manner.« 

economy as well as with its small footprint of just 5.5 square meters. Its very 
narrow width makes it extremely suitable for positioning in series.

“20 machines leave the plant every month –  
and this number is to increase.”
In connection with this machine innovation, the aim is to further increase 
production and thus secure full employment, as Sales Head Heinz Bornkamp 
emphasizes to the press:

Heinz Bornkamp 
DESMAnian, 1971 – 1981
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1976

CRIME SCENE FRIDINGEN

THE RUBBER INDUSTRY IS IN ATTENDANCE

DESMA INNOVATIONS TAKE CENTER STAGE

NEW HORIZONS AT THE DESMA SYMPOSIUM 

A marketing and industry film for international use is shot at Fridingen’s 
gymnasium and festival hall in December. New product developments from 
DESMA, which are meanwhile setting the benchmark worldwide in the area of 
plastic processing, are in the leading roles. The film team commissioned from 

Around 50 technicians, plant managers and entrepreneurs from the German 
rubber industry visit DESMA Werke Fridingen from March 28 to 30. During 
their stay, they are given a first look inside the latest products of the mechan- 
ical engineering specialist before the products are presented at international 
fairs. 

“DESMA machines are used in production  
in all major countries and therefore secure  
considerable market share.”

In keeping with the success strategy to date, yet another ingenious innova-
tion has been added to the portfolio of multistation machines, round-table 
machines and vertical machines: The novel injection moulding machine with 

     »Huge spotlights, reflecting Styrofoam  
surfaces, and powerful words from the director 
transformed the atmosphere into that  
  of a film studio.« 

Gränzbote of December 17, 1976

horizontal mould carrier enables the automatic production of technical rubber 
parts and can be used worldwide in the automotive industry and many other 
rising sectors.

The experts present from the most important rubber companies receive the 
new development very positively and Managing Director Walter Schatz can 
be happy for another reason since the symposium additionally confirms the 
independence of DESMA Werke Fridingen within the DESMA Group.

1977

Munich works mainly at night so as not to interrupt day-to-day workflows. 
Cameraman Werner Kunz is said to be the “best in Germany in his field” and  
is also especially known for his work on the popular crime series “Tatort”.
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20TH BIRTHDAY, A FURTHER HALL  
AND 30 NEW JOBS
DESMA CELEBRATES!

On November 15, management, the workers’ council and the team prove 
that the DESMAnians in Fridingen not only work hard but also know how to 
celebrate. Orders keep flowing in, making another expansion of production 
capacity necessary, and a further production hall is inaugurated in the same 
month as the company’s 20th birthday. But before the building, which cost  
1.8 million marks, can be used for its intended purpose, it first serves as a 
venue for an amazing anniversary celebration.

“Strong positive development of the company – 
also for the benefit of the city and its citizens.”
In the course of this evening, around 400 guests celebrate together with 
Managing Director Walter Schatz and the 175 employees, and commend the 
consistent performance in evocative words. Mayor Roland Ströbele,  

too, expresses his congratulations and emphasizes how greatly Fridingen 
profits from the growing economic strength and the provision of secure 
employment:

“It is a phenomenal achievement that DESMA 
has created 30 new jobs this year. Plus the fact 
that every year the company provides young 
people with 16 trainee positions.”

Congratulations are extended in the name of DESMA as a whole, and Fridin-
gen is declared to be a particularly successful “subsidiary”, whose increased 
revenue also reflects the “Swabian work ethic”. Walter Schatz is visibly plea-
sed that DESMA has taken a great step forward with an annual revenue  

1977

A CAREER-MAKING KICK
COPA MUNDIAL SOCCER BOOT IS PRODUCED ON DESMA MACHINES

Black 100% kangaroo leather and three white stripes – that is the charac-
teristic mark of the Copa Mundial, designed by sports article manufacturer 
adidas for the 1982 Soccer World Cup in Spain. But it is the sole that makes 
the soccer boot a real “world champion”. No easy undertaking because pro-
duction has to meet very demanding technical requirements.

“DESMA scores.”

A task which the team at the Fridingen plant masters to perfection. With their 
special know-how, the designers from DESMA make major headway in the  
development of direct soling using a round-table system, the result being state-
of-the-art systems that adidas can use to inject the PU sole directly onto the 
shaft of the Copa Mundial.

1985
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Roland Ströbele, Mayor 
1977 – 1994

 »DESMA has developed and grown through courage  
and creativity. The company has set down even more solid and 
strong roots in Fridingen with the new production facilities.« 

The Mayor of Fridingen and management laudably recognize that good and 
loyal employees are an important strength of DESMA. Thus, employees who 
remain loyal to the company for 20 years are ceremoniously honored. Left to 
right: Managing Director Walter Schatz, Mayor Michel Kossowan, Master of 
Apprentices Günter Hamma, Workers’ Council Chairman Waldemar Küchler, 
Johannes Hipp, Valentin Hipp, Mathilde Spiertz, Emil Hipp and Josef Hipp.

of about 25 million marks in 1985. This was only possible with the investment  
of about two million marks. Above and beyond the new production hall, 
investments are made in the extensive addition to the training shop in the 
anniversary year.

A program provided by the employees brilliantly rounds off the festivities and 
will be – as reported in the November 19th issue of the “Kreisschau” – the 
subject of conversation for some time to come.
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Walter Schatz has been Managing 
Director of DESMA Werke Fridingen 
for more than 20 years. He has always 
thought in the long term, for his ope-
rations and employees, and at his 60th 
birthday can therefore look back with 
pride on his life’s work which bears his 
unmistakable stamp. From extremely 
modest beginnings, he has created 
a thriving company of international 
standing.

1 | 1987: Managing Director Walter Schatz
2 | 1990: DESMA trainees
3 | 1990: Company outing to Lake Constance
4 | 1991: Series D 968.160
5 | 1992: Administration building
6 | 1995: Loading of a 1,000-ton machine
7 | 1996: Plant founding in India
8 | 1992: Assembly hall in Fridingen
9 | 1996: Office workstation

Meanwhile, there is barely a country on Earth 
that does not have machines from DESMA.  
The company employs a staff of 180 plus  
18 apprentices at the 7,500 m2 production  
facility in Fridingen. Not even a one hundred  
year flood in February can hinder its stellar 
development.

DESMA continues right on course for its 25th  
anniversary. Management, staff with partners 
and pensioners celebrate the anniversary on  
a Lake Constance cruise.

Walter Schatz passes the torch on to his 
successor Wolfgang Koliwer. The new Man-
ging Director is an experienced “DESMAnian”, 
engineer and proven rubber specialist, and 
thus the ideal man for the job at DESMA 
Werke Fridingen. As a rubber center, the 
company meanwhile concentrates primarily 
on the requirements of the rubber industry – 
including the corresponding areas of sales and 
distribution, development, design, application 
technology, project planning, production and 
customer service.

3RD DECADE

1987 

1990 

1991 

2

1

3
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DESMA Fridingen is the technological market leader for 
rubber injection moulding machines. The new name Klöckner 
DESMA Elastomertechnik underscores the company’s objec-
tive – the production and distribution of machines, tools and 
moulds for elastomer technologies. In its new legal form as  
a “GmbH” (private limited company), DESMA moves optimisti-
cally into the future despite the economic recession. 

DESMA comes up with an innovation for its machine portfolio 
too. The series D 968 rubber injection moulding machine with 
a clamping force of 1,000 tons sets benchmarks worldwide.

30 successful years have already passed since 
the founding! The entire staff celebrates the 
birthday with a befitting festive event held in 
the Donautalhalle (Fridingen). 

This has become a tradition with 
the global player DESMA: Full 
order books and new series make it 
necessary to build an additional hall. 
Its completion is celebrated with a 
company party. The company fair, 
attended by international expert 
visitors who are presented with the 
extended machine portfolio, and the 
appointment of Dr. Bernd Scholz as 
Managing Director of DESMA Werke 
Fridingen are further highlights of the 
year.

Founding of a plant in Ahmedabad, 
India.

1995 

1996 

1994 
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1991

1991

THE COURSE FOR THE FUTURE IS SET!

DESMA FRIDINGEN BECOMES A RUBBER CENTER

WOLFGANG KOLIWER TAKES ON THE LEADERSHIP OF THE PLANT

RUBBER INJECTION MOULDING MACHINES MADE IN SOUTHERN GERMANY

Four years after his 60th birthday and after an entirely successful quarter of 
a century at the helm of the company, Walter Schatz retires and passes bu-
siness on to Wolfgang Koliwer. With his own typical perseverance, Managing 
Director Schatz grew the original “nucleus” into the prospering DESMA Werke 
Fridingen: A machine smithy with 180 employees that ships products all over 
the world.

“Managing Director Walter Schatz was fully com-
mitted to his company and his staff – and stee-
red DESMA Fridingen on a course of expansion 
for 25 years.”

Following “ridiculous speculation and rumors of closing”, the complete 
opposite is the case in August 1991 – and the Fridingen plant is expanded! 
Klöckner Group management resolved to restructure the DESMA Group. Thus 
the production of rubber injection moulding machines is concentrated at the 
southern German site and the plant with around 40 employees hires addition- 
al staff. Instead of in Achim as was the case previously, in future various  
new machine developments will be driven forward in Fridingen and all activi-
ties are concentrated for this division.

Successor Wolfgang Koliwer “moves from Moscow to Fridingen”, as the 
headline reads in the Kreisrundschau of August 10, 1991. The engineer was 
deputy general manager of a German-Soviet company in the Klöckner Group, 
a Group that DESMA joins in 1992. The northern German began his career 
back in 1959 at the Achim plant and thus contributes not only special DESMA 
experience but also valuable know-how as a rubber expert to the rubber  
profit center in Swabia. 

Walter Schatz
1967 – 1991

Wolfgang Koliwer
1991 – 2007  

    »This supervisory board decision  
made DESMA Fridingen a major winner.«  

Werner H. Krüger 
Klöckner Press Relations Officer

“Advantageous structure and strategy”

DESMA Fridingen had very good prospects, especially as a result of their  
own Design department under the leadership of Ernst Stengelin as well as  
the clever business policies of Walter Schatz. 
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1995

BIRTHDAY PARTY FOR  
THE BIG ANNIVERSARY
AND THE LONG-TERM FORECAST – BRIGHT!

Around 400 guests celebrate “a super party” on April 28 to mark the occa-
sion of Klöckner DESMA Elastomertechnik’s 30th anniversary. In the Donau-
talhalle in Fridingen, Wolfgang Koliwer welcomes 169 employees and their 
partners as well as retired employees, including Walter Schatz, the man of the 
first hour. 

“Everyone does his best at his station.”

In his opening speech, Managing Director Koliwer looks back on the success-
ful development of the past 30 years and states that the company can now 
be “more than confident” as it looks to the future. An increase in earnings of 
30% compared to the previous financial year is expected for this year. With 
the same staffing, this means a growth in productivity of 25%. This has been 
made possible by the very good employees “of whom I can be proud”, empha-
sizes Wolfgang Koliwer.

“Ms. Spiertz, you are a special woman!” 
 
His particular thanks go out to Mathilde Spiertz: Having been with the 
company for 30 years, she is meanwhile not only the first but also the most 
senior DESMAnian, and still full of vim and vigor. Together with Margot Heni, 
she contributed to the success of the celebration evening with her wonderful 
decoration of the hall. 

“Helping sick children”

Purchasing Head Elmar Verheyen, who planned and organized the entire 
celebration, emcees a stirring program of his own design. One highlight is the 
raffle, the proceeds from which are doubled by DESMA management, result- 
ing in 4,123 marks to be donated to the children’s cancer aftercare clinic in 
Tannheim.

The celebration program for the 30-year anniversary are completely “home-
made”. The workers’ council attempts a ballet performance of Swan Lake, 
Rudolf Motsch imitates a television chef and Karl Lurz is named beauty queen 
of the evening.

»The company pulled through the recessive development  
in mechanical engineering of the past few years,  
getting off lightly as a result of strategically timed action.«

Wolfgang Koliwer 
Plant Manager, 1991 – 2007
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1996

HOUSE FAIR AND COMPANY PARTY
THE COMPANY PRESENTS INNOVATIONS AND EVENTS

Meanwhile, the plant is set up as the legally independent Klöckner DESMA 
Elastomertechnik GmbH and is among the globally leading manufacturers of 
rubber injection moulding machines. And once again there is good reason 
to celebrate as well as an occasion for an exciting exchange of ideas, as the 
Gränzbote announces on September 12, 1996:

“Starting today, Thursday, DESMA presents its 
customers with six new machine types with a 
clamping force of up to 1,000 tons as well as the 
new production hall at a house fair. In addition, 
the program includes a Lake Constance cruise 
and an amateur artists’ exhibition. The compa-
ny party begins on Saturday at 2:00 pm and 
around 400 people are expected to attend.”

The construction of the additional hall was necessary due to the production 
of the fourth generation of DESMA machines and the well-filled order books. 
Moreover, workflows are further improved by the introduction of the end-to-
end SAP/R3 data processing system. There has also been a decisive change 
at the helm of the company: A new Managing Director, Dr. Bernd Scholz, 
determines the course of the company.
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1996

QUO VADIS?
WHERE DESMA MACHINES ARE SHIPPED

The main customers for rubber injection moulding machines from the  
Fridingen plant are suppliers of the automotive industry, the mechanical 
engineering sector, electrical and construction industries, suppliers of  
the pharmaceuticals industry and manufacturers of household goods.

“Worldwide and industry-wide…

The international markets of Klöckner DESMA Elastomertechnik GmbH are 
mainly in the automotive industry centers of Western Europe and North  
America as well as increasingly in Asia.

 …on a successful course”

Besides the main sales region of Germany with 30 to 40% of the volume  
of business, North America with a 30% share of sales is the most important  
market. The remaining business is divided between countries with a  
traditionally strong automotive industry such as Scandinavia, Southeast Asia, 
Australia and South America.
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The boom continues and high-tech producer DESMA is in demand 
as a systems provider that offers customers around the globe 
technologies and know-how from a single source. The subsidiary 
plant DESMA USA is also involved in this success and moves its 
headquarters to Hebron, Kentucky. 

The company sets another milestone with DESMA 968.4000 T. With 
a clamping force of 4,000 tons for moulds measuring two meters by 
two meters, the biggest rubber injection moulding machine in the 
world exceeds all previously known dimensions and substantiates 
DESMA as a technological leader.

Mayor Stefan Bär recognizes the new DESMA assembly hall as a 
clear commitment to the Fridingen site. The inauguration is also 
celebrated by the meanwhile 240 employees who are pleased 
about the good business development. The company has been able 
to triple revenues in the last 10 years. The presentation of the inno-
vative BENCHMARK series at the K Fair in Düsseldorf is a further 
attestation that the strategy, design and quality are sound.

With the new DESMA Process Engineering and Training 
Centers, Dr. Bernd Scholz provides the impetus for 
even more intensive market orientation. Together with 
the customer, further technical developments are to be 
successfully gotten underway.

In Považská Bystrica, Slovakia, DESMA 
Fridingen founds another subsidiary plant 
and thus has an extended workbench in 
emerging Eastern Europe.

4TH DECADE

1998 

2001 
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2003 
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1 | 1998: Minister of Finance of the State of Baden-Württemberg 
       Gerhard Mayer-Vorfelder visits DESMA
2 | 1998: The world’s biggest rubber injection moulding machine 
       with 4,000 tons
3 | 2001: BENCHMARK D 968.560 ZU
4 | 2002: Opening of DESMA Process Engineering Center
5 | 2002: Look inside the Process Engineering Center  
6 | 2006: FlowControl
7 | 2007: Plant building in Wuxi, China
8 | 2008: Open House – Tuttlingen civic center

DESMA innovation FlowControl wins 
the Product Award of the Deutsche 
Kautschuk-Gesellschaft (German Rubber 
Society) in the machines and equipment 
category. The patented cold runner 
system offers maximum flexibility and 
enormous savings potential for injection 
moulding.

Salzgitter AG acquires a majority share of  
Klöckner Werke AG and thus becomes the  
principal shareholder – another important  
impulse for further development has been set. 

Founding of a plant in Wuxi, China, one of  
the world’s most important growth markets.  
Dr. Bernd Scholz stands at the helm of  
DESMA Werke in Fridingen, together with  
the new Managing Director Martin Schürmann.

DESMA continues full steam ahead and the staff 
has grown to about 300. Extensive investment 
is to contribute to future market success. The 
center for large part processing is set up at the 
plant of DESMA Slovakia; the mould shop starts 
up in Hebron, Kentucky for DESMA USA.

2006 

2007 

2008 
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Curtains up! Klöckner DESMA Elastomertechnik presents the largest rubber 
injection moulding machine in the world: DESMA 968.4000 T. An innovation 
that provides the rubber industry with entirely new application opportunities 
and DESMA with new market potential. The previously inconceivable clamping 
force of 4,000 tons for mould sizes of up to two by two meters plus the enor-
mous injection volume of 20 liters set the benchmark. 

“Always a nose ahead”

Four years earlier, the Fridingen plant launched the world’s first injection 
moulding machine with a clamping force of 1,000 tons. Unique at that time, 
the system has meanwhile established itself extremely well on the market 
and is successfully produced in series. In order to further extend this market 
edge, management decides to produce a 4,000-ton system, the only one of 
its kind at the time.

A formidable challenge that the DESMA design team led by Ernst Stengelin 
ultimately masters with flying colors. Not only production but also shipment 
to the customer and handling the individual parts of the system weighing up 
to 26 tons need to be considered during the planning and design stage.

1998

BIG, BIGGER, DESMA
ENTERING A NEW DIMENSION OF ELASTOMER PROCESSING

The impressive leviathan is 5.30 meters high, 9.20 meters long and 5 meters 
deep and weighs about 130 tons. A few days after the press conference, it 
was professionally dismantled and shipped to a customer in Germany using 
special transporters.

        »This system cost me a few sleepless nights.«

Head of Design Ernst Stengelin
DESMAnian, 1966 – 2000

»Ernst Stengelin led the successes of DESMA products from the  
modest beginnings to the revolutionary developments in elastomer  
engineering which have achieved worldwide renown. These successes  
include first and foremost the machines with clamping forces of  
1,000 and 4,000 tons.«

Managing Director Dr. Bernd Scholz on taking  
leave of Ernst Stengelin when he retired in 1999
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Just one month after the inauguration of a newly built hall, which cost about 
three million marks, another “important and urgent” investment is made  
on the Fridingen plant premises of Klöckner DESMA Elastomertechnik. All  
are hard at work on the addition, and the diggers are a familiar sight for the  
DESMAnians and the Fridingen citizens.

“DESMA bursts its britches – despite new  
assembly hall.” 
Earnings have tripled in the last ten years and provide the perfect tailwind  
for the upcoming investments: First the new lacquer shop and then a Cus- 
tomer Care Center with training rooms as well as a Process Engineering 
Center are planned.

The fourth Klöckner DESMA house fair held on October 16 and 17 revolves 
around the opening of the new DESMA Process Engineering Center. The 
modern building with a floor space of 320 square meters is part of the invest-
ment program at the Fridingen site that cost millions. 

“360° solutions under one roof”

The Process Engineering Center offers customers not only top-quality know-
how but also outstanding opportunities for getting complex projects and 
technical developments jointly underway with DESMA. A total of 35 years of 
experience in machines for processing rubber, silicone and elastomers is  

2001

THE DIGGERS ARE BACK AT WORK

WELCOME TO THE DESMA PROCESS  
ENGINEERING CENTER

EXPANSION WITHOUT END

SPACE FOR THE TASKS OF TOMORROW

»We now have ideal conditions for  
user training at a very high level.«

Managing Director Dr. Bernd Scholz 
1996 – 2012

available here from a single source. Another major step into the future is 
taken and DESMA is able to underscore its comprehensive capacity as a 
systems supplier.

2002
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The international industry has been meeting up at the German Rubber Con-
ference for more than 50 years. In July 2006, there are 2,800 participants 
from 38 countries as well as 205 exhibitors from 25 countries in Nuremberg. 
DESMA is also there, of course.

“Patented cold runner system ensures flexibility 
and savings potential – a sensation.”

The German Rubber Society (DKG) offers the DKG Product Award for the first 
time within the scope of this event. The award recognizes the performance 
capability and innovation strength of the German rubber industry. 15 compa-

At the end of the 1990s, Dr. Bernd Scholz is informed by the Klöckner board 
that parts can be bought cheaply in the former Eastern Bloc. The Managing 
Director sets out for the east. He visits various companies from the Czech 
Republic to Bulgaria, but none can meet DESMA’s high standards. Various 
parts are procured via a purchasing portal used by KHS GmbH in Dortmund; 
the quality of the parts, however, is not up to par.

Through KHS, contact is made with Mr. Ďurkovský from IMC Slovakia, s.r.o., 
in Považská Bystrica. Dr. Scholz has a good feeling about this right off the bat, 
and it proves to be warranted! Since IMC does not have a large processsing 
machine at its disposal at the time, DESMA Fridingen sells a processing 
center to IMC – in connection with the order to manufacture plates for the 
German plant.

2006

2003

AND THE WINNER IS…

AHOJ, DESMA SLOVAKIA! 

DESMA RECEIVES DKG PRODUCT AWARD

FOUNDING OF SUBSIDIARY PLANT IN POVAŽSKÁ BYSTRICA

nies with 23 products in total compete for the prestigious prize. DESMA goes 
into the running with its innovative FlowControl technology and wins the 
Product Award in the Machine and Equipment category. To rounding applause!

“The extended workbench in the east”

IMC’s next step is to hire two welders and a service technician for the DESMA 
plates and welded constructions. DESMA Slovakia is then founded in 2003. 
IMC’s staff as well as the machines are retained and two Managing Directors 
employed.
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What qualities distinguish a promising company site? Proximity to customers, 
a well-developed infrastructure and the availability of excellently trained 
and technically skilled professionals. In 2007, all of these pluses make Wuxi 
the most attractive choice for DESMA for the founding of a new plant in the 
growth market China.

“Building together”

DESMA China is also buoyed up by the enthusiasm of the population and 
staff, who elatedly follow the proceedings right from the start-up phase. The 
Wuxi New District Investment Bureau also welcomes DESMA as a high-tech 
company, and offers support not only with the formalities for founding the 
company but also with the search for a suitable site for building the new 
plant. A perfect basis that enables DESMA to soon become known and 
appreciated as a major company in the area.

This year’s Open House event in Fridingen begins under this motto. Around 
300 visitors from 24 nations accept the invitation of the two DESMA Mana-
ging Directors, Martin Schürmann and Dr. Bernd Scholz. 

The technology trends, innovations in raw material and energy efficiency 
and growing challenges of tomorrow are discussed. The elastomer industry 
witnesses live demonstrations and a worldwide first that show that market 
leader DESMA already has solutions for the future.

“The art of engineering right up close”

2007

2008

NI HAO, DESMA CHINA!

DESMA OPEN HOUSE

FOUNDING OF PLANT IN WUXI

INSPIRE, USE TECHNOLOGICAL EDGE AND GENERATE ADDED VALUE

DESMA presents the latest machines, moulds and technologies in action and 
provides the expert domestic and international visitors with information and 
answers. The patented FlowControl cold runner is also presented for the first 
time. It features dynamically adjustable nozzles for the reduction of cure times 
and for maximum material savings.

The December issue of the KGK journal reports extensively on the Open House 
and on the wide range of DESMA’s future portfolio:

Increase market opportunities – investment in the future
“In keeping with the quantitative and qualitative growth, DESMA invests in all sites: 
India receives a new production facility, a new large part processing center is 
built in Slovakia, production capacity in China is currently being extended and 
investments are made in the mould shop in the USA. In Germany, a new Cus- 
tomer Care Center is built and the assembly hall extended. This is accompanied 
by an offensive for staff qualifications and a project that aims to reduce through-
put times and costs.”
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A new plant built according to the latest techni-
cal standards opens at the Ahmedabad facility. 
In addition to the machine shop, DESMA thus 
has a mould shop and its own Process Enginee-
ring and Training Centers in the growth market 
India. There is also expansion at company 
headquarters in Fridingen with the extension of 
Hall 4 and the establishment of a new Customer 
Care Center.

1 | 2012: ZeroWaste ITM pot
2 | 2010: BENCHMARK S3
3 | 2011: “DESMA Tower” high-rack warehouse 
      at the main plant in Fridingen
4 | 2012: Mould shop
5 | 2012: Roadshow – look inside the truck
6 | 2012: The roadshow truck in Italy
7 | 2014: Open House with Zeppelin airship 
8 | 2014: Open House at Tuttlingen civic center

DESMA literally sets the benchmark 
with the BENCHMARK S3. The 
newly designed vertical machine is 
presented at the K Fair. Future- 
oriented features such as Servo-
Gear, ActiveFeed, PlastControl, 
QuickLock and FIFO-Advanced 
ensure considerable reductions in 
energy costs and further improve- 
ments in terms of the injection 
process and operability.

5TH DECADE

DESMA receives the Product Award from the Deutsche 
Kautschuk-Gesellschaft (German Rubber Society) for its 
ZeroWaste ITM pot. 

A whole new way of laying rubber! DESMA visits a 
total of 8 European countries on a roadshow covering 
11,000 km with 72 stops. The 60-ton truck has  
a DESMA injection moulding machine of the very 
latest generation, exhibits from the company’s own 
mould shop and a multimedia presentation on board.  
Dr. Harald Zebedin succeeds Dr. Bernd Scholz as 
Technical Managing Director.

A brand is like a good friend. Staff experience how it 
is possible to strategically extend the strengths of the 
brand and apply them at the DESMA Brand Day. In ad-
dition, the many interviews conducted with customers 
and staff provide valuable insight. Impetus that will 
drive future communication and marketing, sales and 
distribution and service.

2009 

2010 

2011 The new “DESMA Tower”, the new  
high-rack warehouse at the main plant  
in Fridingen, is visible from a great  
distance. 

2

1

2012

3
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The E-Training platform brings  
DESMA expertise to customers’  
computer screens.

In keeping with the dynamic requirements 
of the Chinese market with local production, 
DESMA triples the production area at the 
Wuxi plant. 

At 45 sites worldwide, more than 500 
employees and the DESMA service and 
sales and distribution network respond 
to the needs of the rubber and silicone 
processing industry. The motto “50 Years –  
Shaping ideas for your future” accompanies 
customers, partners, friends and the team 
throughout the anniversary year and is a 
source of inspiration for many further chap-
ters in an extraordinary company history.

“Where Champions Meet” is the motto of the 8th DESMA Open 
House, a meeting place for 330 visitors from the international 
arena. The Managing Directors Dr. Harald Zebedin and Martin 
Schürmann proudly present the growth figures. This year, the 
company acquires 46 new customers from 14 countries and the 
number of employees rises to 504. 

A large-scale investment program begins. DESMA plants in  
Fridingen, India, USA and Slovakia receive new milling centers 
and the USA plant doubles its moulding capacity. The office  
areas at the Fridingen facility are remodeled into modern  
working environments.

2013 

2015 

2014 

Shaping ideas 
 for your future!

4

6

8

5 7
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The DESMA plant built in 2007 is on the verge of becoming too small and 
management decides to build a new 5,200 m2 production facility. With the 
new building, DESMA India now has a mould shop with a Process Engineering 
Center and Training Center in addition to the machine shop. On the occasion 
of the inauguration ceremony with 250 guests from the circle of business 
partners, staff and associates, Martin Schürmann, Managing Director of the 
DESMA Group, explains:

“In order to maintain and extend our market position in India, DESMA has 
reinvested all locally generated profit in the creation of the new factory in the 
market. This is a clear indication of our commitment to our Indian customers 
and staff, although it is linked with specific expectations concerning qualitative 
and quantitative growth.”

The DESMA stars at the 2010 K Fair include the completely newly developed 
and designed BENCHMARK S3 vertical machine. The groundbreaking ma-
chine concept follows on from the success of the series launched nine years 
previously and has impressive innovations in store. 

“Made to meet customers’ needs”

ServoGear, ActiveFeed, PlastControl, QuickLock, FIFO-Advanced and the 
new control panel DRC 2020 HT enable considerable reductions in energy 
costs and further improvements in terms of the injection process and opera-
bility.

“With the face of a new generation”

The inside may be impressive, but the outside also makes the industry’s heart 
skip a beat. Surface paneling in silver, high-quality stainless steel applications 
and milled aluminum surfaces plus the large front pane mark the new style of 
the BENCHMARK S3. This also makes it the first of five DESMA basic models 
whose appearance is intended to not only indicate their shared origins but 
also to contribute to further increases in revenue.

2009

2010

GROWTH IN GROWTH MARKET INDIA

PRESENTATION COUNTS

NEW BUILDING BEFORE THE GATES OF AHMEDABAD

BENCHMARK S3 IMPRESSES WITH TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN

In this case as well, DESMA consistently continues to implement the company 
strategy: To be at home in all critical economic and growth regions of the 
world in order to produce added value fast and at top quality for the customer, 
in the region and for the region.

Dr. Harald Zebedin 
Managing Director DESMA
since 2012

    »An attractive design and ergonomics in keeping 
 with a modern workplace are just as important 
  as profitable customer benefits.« 
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1998 – 2008
MILESTONES & SUCCESS STORIES

2009 - 2015

DESMA is a trendsetter not just in injection moulding machines but also in 
communicating with the customer. In the spring, a team from Fridingen set 
out on the first roadshow to date in the industry. They stopped in 72 cities in 
a total of eight European countries. 

“The world’s first mobile injection moulding  
machine”
A DESMA SEALMASTER S3 from the most recent generation, exhibits from 
the mould shop, a multimedia presentation and the DESMA roadshow team 
are on board the 60-ton special-purpose truck.

The multimedia presentation and fascinating dialogs ensure a full house 
during the individual one-day events. In and around the roadshow truck, man-
agers, decision-makers and users are able to acquaint themselves with the 
innovative DESMA technologies and services for the automotive, electrical, 
medical and energy sectors. And Managing Director Martin Schürmann states:

“Our visit was intended to give us an opportunity 
to talk with people in the company who rarely 
or never have the chance to see us at fairs or in 
Fridingen.” 
 
The DESMA roadshow provides valuable ideas for the industry of today and 
tomorrow at every stop and it is hardly surprising that it is very well received 
at all the companies visited.

2012

DESMA ROADSHOW 
NOTHING BUT ENTHUSIASM FOR 11,000 KILOMETERS

   »We have strengthened many contacts and acquired new ones. 
 The first time Mr. Schürmann mentioned the idea of a roadshow to us 
at the company, we thought: What a crazy idea. The idea was taken with earnest, 
 which evolved into perceptible enthusiasm among visitors and colleagues.« 

Harald Schmid 
General Sales Manager 
at DESMA since 1979
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What will our customers want tomorrow? How will DESMA fulfill these require- 
ments? How will we remain number one for our customers? These and many 
other future topics are presented to the staff, discussed and brought to life in 
the foyer of the Fridingen plant on April 24. 

“Customer wishes and core competencies”

The Brand Day was preceded by a multitude of interviews conducted with 
more than 70 customers and many DESMA employees over the course of  
8 weeks. The 1,700 statements collected were used to develop numerous 
new approaches for DESMA’s communication and marketing as well as for 
sales and service – with the objective of being better able to meet the needs 
of customers in the future.

Up-to-date know-how and consistent further training are necessary in order 
to be able to optimally master the operation of modern DESMA production 
systems and make effective use of all the opportunities.

“Tailored training, independent of time  
and place”
The new web-based DESMA training platform makes it especially easy for 
everyone to competently train themselves or brush up their expertise. Users 
can start immediately after a brief registration!

Whether at home on your PC, in the office or on the road via smartphone:  
In addition to the traditional DESMA training offering from machine operation 
to application technology, registered users can acquire the expert knowledge 
they need on the bilingual training platform. Whenever and wherever they like.

2012

2013

IDEAS AND IMPULSES FOR TOMORROW

E-TRAINING 

DESMA BRAND DAY

INTERACTIVE TRAINING PROGRAM ON THE SUBJECT OF ELASTOMER PROCESSING

»The interactive E-Training knowledge platform  
provides holistic access to valuable expertise.« 
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»The interactive E-Training knowledge platform  
provides holistic access to valuable expertise.« 

This year has a special appeal because DESMA is turning 50! The original 
company with five employees has developed into a global player with a staff 
of more than 500 at five sites. Today, sophisticated moulded rubber and 
silicone parts are produced on systems from the Fridingen high-tech smithy 
in 55 countries around the world.

“Ready, steady – grow!”

A wonderful success that is extensively celebrated together with customers, 
partners, friends and the entire active and former staff of DESMA: From the 
DKT 2015 in Nuremberg to the large-scale anniversary party in Fridingen. 
Moreover, the big birthday is also the point of departure for further growth – 

2015

THE ANNIVERSARY YEAR
HIGHLIGHT – THE FUTURE BEGINS NOW

»The odds are good that the anniversary year  
 will also turn out be the most successful year 
  in company history.« 

Martin Schürmann
Managing Director DESMA
since 2007

with further expansion of the plant in China to 13,300 square meters as well 
as with forward-looking ideas and innovations. The concept of Industry 4.0 
opens up a wide range of opportunities on the path to greater performance, 
productivity and profitability in elastomer processing. Much of this is still a 
vision today, but DESMA is already delivering impulses for the technologies 
and system solutions of tomorrow.

With an investment totaling 1.5 million euros, DESMA installs new milling 
centers at sites in Germany, India, Slovakia and the USA. In order to extend 
capacity and make CNC programs interchangeable, 5-axis high-performance 
milling machines were purchased from manufacturer DMG Mori Seiki: DESMA 
Germany and Slovakia each got their own DMF 360, DESMA India the DMF 
650 V and DESMA USA the DMF 260.

2014

FOUR NEW DESMA MILLING CENTERS
MOULD PROCESSING SHAPED FOR THE FUTURE
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 Development of  
our product portfolio

Inspiration & Innovation

Our machines, moulds and automation systems open up the best perspectives in the elastomer processing industry for the profitable production 
of moulded rubber and silicone parts. Every system solution unites the wealth of experience resulting from 50 years of specialized mechanical 
engineering together with our foresight as an innovation leader. Upon reflecting on the DESMA portfolio, we realize that many ideas for progress 
have also arisen through collaboration with our customers.
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DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
THE ART OF ENGINEERING WITH COURAGE, FORESIGHT AND VISION

“On October 1, 1966, I had the great luck to be able to begin working at MAF 
as a designer. Our office with three drawing boards and a tracing machine  
was initially in a single-family dwelling “am Gatter” in Fridingen since there 
was no room for us at the plant. Our office team consisted of me, the de- 
signer, a technical drawer and a technical drawer apprentice. After about ten 
weeks of introductory training in the Mould Design department of DESMA 
Achim, we put the first transparencies up on the board in Fridingen.

At that time, DESMA Achim was very successful in the USA with the D 701 
round-table machines for the direct injection of PVC outsoles. The D 905 
round-table machine with a clamping force of 500 tons was the first model 
of this machine design on which rubber in granulate form was injected. The 
machine’s three tie rod clamping units had large reserves of steel and were 
consequently relatively expensive to manufacture. With a clamping force  

BREAKING WITH THE FAMILIAR IS OFTEN DIFFICULT.
THE FUTURE IS TAKING HOLD AT DESMA STEP BY STEP.
THE RESULT IS INNOVATIVE SYSTEMS. AND SUCCESS.

of 500 tons and a heating plate of 500 x 500 mm, they achieved a specific 
clamping pressure of 200 kg/cm². The first DESMA 960.007 from Fridingen 
with a clamping force of 230 tons and a heating plate of 500 x 630 mm gen- 
erated a specific clamping pressure of 73 kg/cm².

As you can imagine, there was some skepticism concerning our new design 
plans. But we also had a certain security. On the one hand, there was a 
competitor’s product that was already in operation at that time. On the other 
hand, the then CEO of DESMA Achim, Mr. Koch, an engineer, trusted us. This 
made it possible for us to develop this system and many others as outlined 
below.”

Ernst Stengelin, Head of Design 1966 – 1999
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The advantages of processing rubber granulate 
are known. The use of granulated rubber has also 
proven positive in the case of rubber injection 
moulding.
„It is almost impossible to feed in some com-
pounds in strips.“ This statement did not hold true 
even back then.

REP’s G1 series had already been offering rubber 
strip feeding since 1964.

GR 40  
RUBBER GRANULATE MACHINE

1967

1971

First customer: Compo, Boston, USA

The machines of the series DESMA 761 – 764 are 
plastic processing machines for moulding PVC 
soles onto shoe shafts made of leather, textiles or 
plastic, one-color or two-color.

Movements
Pneumatically lift, lower and rotate runners
Pneumatic clamping frame with toggle lever

Injection unit
Extruder, screw diameter 45 and 55 mm

Electrical system
Contactor control

Not all shoe factories can afford a round-table 
system from DESMA.

D 761 – D 764 | EXTRUDER  
SOLING MACHINE
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D 861/1/2 | EXTRUDER  
SOLE MACHINE

First customer: La Fourmi, Paris, France

Clamping unit
Clamping force approx. 60 tons 
Mechanical single toggle lever
Mechanical adjustment of mould height
Drive with air cylinder

Injection unit
Extruder, screw diameter 45 and 55 mm

Electrical system
Contactor control
Electronic temperature control

We want to do it better now, i.e. automatic  
production of TPE und PVC soles.

PROGRESS THROUGH AUTOMATIC PRODUCTION, ELECTRONIC  
TEMPERATURE CONTROL AND LARGER INJECTION VOLUME.

1972

First customers: Schiel, Fürth im Wald (863.006) 
Minerva Schuhfabrik AG, Porrentruy, Switzerland 
(863.007)

Clamping force
Version with 2 clamping units, can be pivoted
Version with 3 clamping units, vertically stationary
Clamping force approx. 60 tons
Mechanical single toggle lever
Mechanical mould height adjustment
Drive with hydraulic cylinder

Injection unit
Injection unit VD 050 from Reiffenhäuser
Screw diameter 35 – 85 mm
Injection volume 190 – 2,650 cm³

Hydraulic system
2-phase constant pump
Mechanical pressure and volume adjustment

Electrical system
Contactor control
Electronic temperature control

D 863/2/3 | PLASTIC INJECTION 
MOULDING SYSTEM

1974
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1998 – 2008 2009 - 2015
INSPIRATION & INNOVATION

First customer: Taubergummi Huber KG, Lauda-
Königshofen

Clamping force
Clamping force 230 tons
Mechanical double toggle lever system
Mould opening stroke 450 mm
Hydraulic pressure cushion stroke 10 mm
Clearance between the tie bars 510 x 510 mm
Heating plates 500 x 630 mm

Injection unit
Extruder, screw diameter 45 mm
Injection plunger diameter 60 – 70 – 80 mm
Injection volume 590 – 800 – 1,100 cm³
Injection pressure 2,100 – 1,500 – 1,200 bar

Hydraulic system
2-phase constant pump
Mechanical pressure and volume adjustment.

Electrical system
Contactor control, electronic temperature control
Meanwhile, REP has shipped hundreds of One-sta-
tion machines. We have been lucky to be allowed 
to build this machine.

D 960.007 | RUBBER INJECTION  
MOULDING MACHINE

1975

First customer: Bode GmbH, Hamburg

Clamping force
Clamping force 230 tons
Mechanical double toggle lever system
Mould opening stroke 450 mm
Hydraulic pressure cushion stroke 10 mm
Clearance between the tie bars 510 x 510 mm
Heating plates 500 x 630 mm

Injection unit
Injection volume 760 – 1,600 cm³
Injection pressure 2,100 – 1,500 bar

Hydraulic system
2-phase constant pump
Mechanical pressure and volume adjustment

Electrical system
Contactor control
Electronic temperature control

First safety guard reworking, greater injection 
volume

D 960.032-035 ZU/T | RUBBER  
INJECTION MOULDING MACHINE

1976
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First customer: März, Dachau

Clamping force
Clamping force 140 Mp
Mechanical double toggle lever system
Heating plates 400 x 510 mm

Injection unit
Injection volume 450 – 630 cm³
Injection pressure 2,000 – 1,500 bar

Hydraulic system
2-phase constant pump
Mechanical pressure and volume adjustment

Electrical system
Contactor control
Electronic temperature control

Addition to bottom end of series with 140 Mp of 
clamping force. DESMA Achim then started with 
the 400 Mp machine with T injection.

D 960.022-025  
RUBBER INJECTION MOULDING 
MACHINE

1976

First customer: Rieker Schuhe, Tuttlingen

Clamping force
Clamping force 800 kN
Toggle lever

Injection unit
Extruder with separate injection cylinder

Hydraulic system
2-phase constant pump
Mechanical pressure and volume adjustment

Electrical system
Contactor control
Electronic temperature control

Large injection volume

D 860.032 | SOLE INJECTION  
MOULDING MACHINE

1978
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First customer: Rieker Schuhe, Tuttlingen

Clamping force
Clamping force 500 kN
Pivoting disk, pressure block
Hydraulic pressure cushion stroke 15 mm

Injection unit
Extruder

Hydraulic system
Hydraulic pressure and volume control
Constant pump/pressure holding pump

Electrical system
Programmable contact controller
Electronic temperature control

More cost-effective extruder solution

D 860.001-1F | EXTRUDER 
SOLE MACHINE

1978

IT ALL STARTS WITH A GOOD IDEA –  
AND ENDS WITH AN OUTSTANDLINGLY  
DESIGNED SYSTEM.

First customer: Yagmour, Israel

Clamping force
Clamping force 500 kN
Pivoting disk, pressure block
Hydraulic pressure cushion stroke 15 mm

Injection unit
Extruder injection plunger

Hydraulic system
Pneumatic movements
Pressure holding pump

Electrical system
Programmable contact controller
Electronic temperature control

Cost-effective injection moulding solution

D 860.001 | SOLE INJECTION  
MOULDING MACHINE

1979
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First customer: Richard Fritz GmbH, Besigheim

Clamping force
Clamping force 2,500 kN
Pivoting disk, pressure block
Hydraulic pressure cushion stroke 20 mm
Heating plates 510 x 630 mm

Injection unit
Injection volume 1,500 – 2,000 cm³
Injection pressure 2,000 – 1,500 bar

Hydraulic system
Control pump
Digital pressure and volume control
31 phases

Electrical system
Programmable contact controller
Electronic temperature control

Addition to top end of series with clamping force 
of 2,500 kN

D 962.250 ZU   
RUBBER INJECTION MOULDING 
MACHINE

1979

First customer: Minerva Schuhfabrik AG,  
Porrentruy, Switzerland

Clamping force
Clamping force 500 kN
Pivoting disk, pressure block
Hydraulic pressure cushion stroke 15 mm

Injection unit
2 extruders
Screw diameter 65 mm

Hydraulic system
Constant pump/pressure holding pump

Electrical system
Contactor control
Electronic temperature control

Fully automatic production of soles made  
of TPE and PVC in two different colors

D 862.001-2F | EXTRUDER 
SOLE MACHINE

1980
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First customers: uhlsport GmbH, Balingen, 1983 
(870.009-012)
Hans Volm GmbH, Owingen, 1986 (870.109/110)

Clamping force
Clamping force 500 kN
Pivoting disk, pressure block
Hydraulic pressure cushion stroke 15 mm

Injection unit
Extruder

Hydraulic system
Hydraulic pressure and volume control
Constant pump/pressure holding pump

Electrical system
Programmable contact controller
Electronic temperature control

Special machine for thermoplastic soles with 
multiple-color insert technology for soccer boot 
soles, etc.

D 870 S | SOLE INJECTION  
MOULDING MACHINE

1983

First customer: Stewing GmbH & Co. KG, Berlin

Clamping force
Clamping force 2,500 kN
Pivoting disk, pressure block
Hydraulic pressure cushion stroke 20 mm
Heating plates 510 x 630 mm
Heating station left/right with sliding table

Injection unit
Injection volume 1,500 – 2,000 cm³
Injection pressure 2,000 – 1,500 bar

Hydraulic system
Control pump
Digital pressure and volume control
31 phases

Electrical system
Programmable contact controller
Electronic temperature control

Greater performance with thick-walled parts 
with longer cure time

D 964.250 ZU/T | RUBBER INJECTION  
MOULDING MACHINE

1984
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THE 966 GENERATION USHERS  
IN THE ULTIMATE END OF DESMA  
ROUND-TABLE MACHINES.

First customer: Unionmatex, Algeria

The DESMA 721/722 machine is designed  
for moulding PVC soles at shoe shafts made  
of leather, textile or plastic.

Movements
Pneumatically lift, lower runners
Pneumatic clamping frame with toggle lever

Injection unit
Extruder
Screw diameter 45 and 55 mm

Electrical system
Contactor control
Electronic temperature control

Moulds for DESMA 701 round-table machine 
interchangeable

Patent: DE 3343312 C2

D 721-722 | SOLE INJECTION  
MOULDING MACHINE

1984

1985

First customers: Peter-BTR Gummiwerke AG,  
Hanau (966.050 ZO)
Forsheda Dowty Seals GmbH, Werne (966.050 ZU)

Clamping unit
Clamping unit 500 kN
Fully hydraulic clamping system
Larger heating plates
Greater tie rod spacing
Core lifter block between tie rod and heating plate

Injection unit
Injection moulding system
LIFO – Last-In-First-Out 
Injection volume 220 – 700 cm³
Injection pressures 1,500 – 3,000 bar

Hydraulic system
Radial piston control pump
Separate pressure holding pump  
for clamping force
Proportional hydraulic system

Electrical system
DPC-V multi-microprocessor controller

Successor type D 962 according to new modular 
system. For the most part, the same assemblies 
for ZO and ZU models.

D 966.050 ZU | ZO | RUBBER  
INJECTION MOULDING MACHINE
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CLEVER SAVINGS OF PRODUCTION 
COSTS AND PLENTY OF  
SPACE FOR NEW DESIGNS –  
OUR MODULAR PRINCIPLE.

First customer: Meteor Gummiwerke GmbH, 
Bockenem

Clamping unit
Clamping unit 1,600 kN
Pivoting disk clamping system, pressure block
Hydraulically driven height adjustment
Larger heating plates
Greater tie rod spacing
Core lifter block between tie rod and heating plate

Injection unit
Injection moulding system
LIFO – Last-In-First-Out
Injection volume 760 – 2,000 cm³
Injection pressures 2,000 – 1,500 bar

Hydraulic system
Radial piston control pump
Separate pressure holding pump for clamping 
force
Proportional hydraulic system

Electrical system
DPC-V multi-microprocessor controller

Successor type D 962 according to new modular 
system. For the most part, the same assemblies 
for ZO – ZU and T models.

D 966.160 ZO/ZU/T | RUBBER  
INJECTION MOULDING MACHINE

1986

First customer: ARA Schuhfabriken AG, Lünen

Clamping unit
Clamping force 630 kN, fully hydraulic
Clamping stroke 350 mm

Injection unit
Ferromatik injection moulding unit
Injection volume 235/340 cm³

Hydraulic system
Control pump, proportional hydraulic system

Electrical system
Programmable contact controller
Electronic temperature control

Customer’s wish: Special machine for the  
automatic production of thin women’s soles  
made of TPE

D 860.060 S | SOLE INJECTION 
MOULDING MACHINE

1987
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First customer: Peter-BTR Gummiwerke AG, Hanau

Clamping unit
Same as D 966.200

Injection unit
Injection moulding system
Piston injection with screw pre-plastification
Injection volume 760 – 3,200 cm³
Injection pressures 1,500 – 3,000 bar

Hydraulic system
Radial piston control pump
Separate pressure holding pump  
for clamping force
Proportional hydraulic system

Electrical system
With DMT controller

First horizontal machine comprising  
the components D 966.250 ZO and T

D 967.250 | RUBBER INJECTION 
MOULDING MACHINE

1988

First customers: Meteor Gummiwerke GmbH, 
Bockenem (956.040)
SaarGummi, Wadern-Büschfeld (956.050)

Clamping unit
Clamping force 400 – 500 kN
Fully hydraulic clamping system
Tie/pressure rods C-yoke

Injection unit
Piston injection with screw pre-plastification

Hydraulic system
Control pump

Electrical system
DPC contact

Produced at customer’s request

D 956.040 – 050 | RUBBER INJECTION 
MOULDING MACHINE

1988

THE 967 GENERATION WAS  
OUR RESPONSE TO GROWING  
PRESSURE FOR FULL AUTOMATION.
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First customer: Kächele, Weilheim/Teck

Clamping unit
Fully hydraulic clamping system
Clamping force 800 kN

Injection unit
Injection moulding system
FIFO – First-In-First-Out
Injection volume 330 – 460 cm³
Injection pressures 2,000 – 1,500 bar

Hydraulic system
Radial piston control pump
Separate pressure holding pump  
for clamping force
Proportional hydraulic system

Electrical system
DPC-U multi-microprocessor controller

Produced at customer’s request

D 967.080 | RUBBER INJECTION  
MOULDING MACHINE

1990

First customer: DESMA USA, Hebron

Clamping unit
Clamping unit 4,000 kN
Pivoting disk clamping system, pressure block
Closing and opening stroke 600 mm independent 
of mould thickness
Heating plates 670 x 780 mm

Injection unit
New injection moulding unit
FIFO – First-In-First-Out
Injection volume 3,300 – 4,000 cm³
Injection pressures 2,150 – 1,800 bar

Hydraulic system
Radial piston control pump
Separate pressure holding pump  
for clamping force
Proportional hydraulic system

Electrical system
New freely programmable controller from Siemens

The 400-ton machine Achim was no longer  
competitive.

D 968.400 ZO | ZOC | RUBBER  
INJECTION MOULDING MACHINE 

1990

THE WORLD’S FIRST VERTICAL  
INJECTION MOULDING MACHINE  
D 968.400 ZO COMES FROM FRIDINGEN!
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1976 – 19861965 – 1975 1987 – 1997

D 968.100 ZO | RUBBER INJECTION 
MOULDING MACHINE

1991

First customer: Trelleborg Dowty, Powys, England

Clamping unit
Clamping unit 4,000 kN
Pivoting disk clamping system, pressure block
Closing and opening stroke 600 mm independent 
of mould thickness
Heating plates 670 x 780 mm

Injection unit
New injection moulding unit
FIFO – First-In-First-Out
Injection volume 3,300 – 4,000 cm³
Injection pressures 2,150 – 1,800 bar

Hydraulic system
Radial piston control pump
Separate pressure holding pump for  
clamping force
Proportional hydraulic system

Electrical system
New freely programmable controller from Siemens

Series can be added to as required

First customer: Huber und Suhner AG, Pfäffikon, 
Switzerland

Clamping unit
50/100/140/160/250/260/300/400/560/600/ 
700/1,000 tons

Injection unit
FIFO–B

Hydraulic system
Control pump

Electrical system
The first machines were with DRC 2000 (Siemens), 
later machines with DRC 1210 and DRC 2010 
(Bachmann)

D 969.250 - 260 Z | RUBBER  
INJECTION MOULDING MACHINE

1993
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1998 – 2008 2009 - 2015
INSPIRATION & INNOVATION

D 968.1000 ZO | RUBBER INJECTION 
MOULDING MACHINE

1994

First customer: Boge Elastometall GmbH, Simmern

Clamping unit
Clamping unit 4,000 kN
Pivoting disk clamping system, pressure block
Closing and opening stroke 600 mm independent  
of mould thickness
Heating plates 670 x 780 mm

Injection unit
New injection moulding unit
FIFO – First-In-First-Out
Injection volume 3,300 – 4,000 cm³
Injection pressures 2,150 – 1,800 bar

Hydraulic system
Radial piston control pump
Separate pressure holding pump for clamping force
Proportional hydraulic system

Electrical system
New freely programmable controller from Siemens

Series can be added to as required

First customer: Beijing Petroleum Machinery, 
Beijing, China

Injection unit
Single 6; 8; 14.2; 15.9
Dual 2x6; 2x8; 2x11.9; 2x15.9

Electrical system
DRC 1000 (Siemens)

Only stators, no clamping unit

The customer wanted a machine with a large  
shot volume for filling the part (pipe) with rubber.

Special feature: Dual injection unit for  
continuous injection

D 969 Z | STATORS RUBBER  
INJECTION MOULDING MACHINE

1995

THE BEST ONE WINS. DESMA CONVINCES THE CUSTOMER 
WITH SOUND TECHNICAL DESIGN.
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1976 – 19861965 – 1975 1987 – 1997

D 968.560 T | RUBBER INJECTION 
MOULDING MACHINE

First customer: Amson, China

Clamping unit
Clamping unit 4,000 kN
Pivoting disk clamping system, pressure block
Closing and opening stroke 600 mm independent 
of mould thickness
Heating plates 670 x 780 mm

Injection unit
New injection moulding unit
FIFO – First-In-First-Out
Injection volume 3,300 – 4,000 cm³
Injection pressures 2,150 – 1,800 bar

Hydraulic system
Radial piston control pump
Separate pressure holding pump  
for clamping force
Proportional hydraulic system

Electrical system
New freely programmable controller from  
Siemens. 

1996

D 956.050 ZO | C-FRAME SERIES  
RUBBER INJECTION MOULDING  
MACHINE

First customer: Bayer AG, Leverkusen

Clamping unit
Clamping force 50 + 100 tons

Injection unit
FIFO-B

Electrical system/Controller
DRC 1210

Special version
2005 | D 957.050 ZO | HydroBalance
A total of 18 pieces sold
First customer: Hubbell Incorporated Shelton, USA

Clamping unit
Clamping force 25 + 50 tons

Injection unit
Clamping unit FIFO-C and FIFO-K

The advantage is that the machine closes at the top 
and the part below remains on the injection plate. 
Production of corner joints. Corner joints are injec-
tion moulded. Also referred to as corner injection 
moulding machines.

1997
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2009 - 20151998 – 2008

First customer: FTE automotive GmbH, Ebern

Clamping unit
40/50/66 tons
4 = 4 clamping units
6 = 6 clamping units

Injection unit
FIFO-B

Electrical system
DRC 2000 (Siemens)

Injects into the middle/parting line and  
the clamping units rotate.

Reason for design: Customer’s wish as they were 
not satisfied with the previous supplier

D 968.040/4 T/R | ROUND-TABLE 
RUBBER INJECTION MOULDING 
MACHINE

1998

D 968.4000 T | RUBBER INJECTION 
MOULDING MACHINE

First customer: Clouth Gummiwerke, Cologne

Clamping unit
Clamping force 40,000 kN 
Transfer stroke 700 mm
Opening force 500 kN
Heating plate 2,000 x 2,100 mm

Injection unit
Injection volume 15,900 – 18,100 – 20,420 cm³
Injection pressure 2,000 – 1,760 – 1,560 bar

Hydraulic system
Volume of oil in additional tank 1,200 l Pump drive
250/300 bar, 146 l/min., 45 kW

Electrical system
Freely programmable controller
DRC 2000 – Siemens – S7

Total weight
Weight filled with oil 129,300 kg

Customer’s wish: Landshut competitor

Purchase of analysis ensures that the clamping 
unit can manage the load. 1,000 tons per tie rod, 
the machine is still in use and is now at Semperit.

1998

INSPIRATION & INNOVATION
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1976 – 1986 1987 – 19971965 – 1975

First customer: Boge Elastmetall GmbH, Simmern

Clamping unit
250/400/560/700/1,000 tons

Injection unit
FIFO-A

Hydraulic system
Control pump

Electrical system
The first machines were with DRC 2000 (Siemens), 
later machines with DRC 1210 and DRC 2010  
(Bachmann). Meanwhile, the customer also has  
the DRC 2020 HT

Ergonomic operating height of 750 mm.  
Comparable machines had to be placed in a pit.

D 968.400 ZO B750 | BENCHMARK S2 
RUBBER INJECTION MOULDING  
MACHINE

2000

First customer: Freudenberg-NOK,  
Manchester NH, USA

Clamping unit
Clamping force 16,000 kN 
Heating plate 380 x 380 mm

Injection unit
FIFO–C1
Injection volume 220 cm³
Injection pressure 2,340 bar

Hydraulic system
Control pump

Electrical system
Freely programmable controller
DRC 1000 – Siemens

Customer’s wish: Compact design
Production of power brakes,  
diaphragms – Wickert

D 968.160 - F | RUBBER INJECTION  
MOULDING MACHINE

1999
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2009 - 20151998 – 2008

First customer: Preformed Line Products, Ohio, USA

Clamping unit
Clamping force 1,000 tons
Operating height 900 mm

Injection unit
FIFO-A

Electrical system
DRC 2020 HT

D 968.1000 ZO B900 | BENCHMARK 
S1 | RUBBER INJECTION MOULDING  
MACHINE

2005

DEVELOPMENT OF THE BENCHMARK SETS 
COMPLETELY NEW STANDARDS. A TABLE 
HEIGHT OF 750 MM WAS THE SUBJECT AT 
THE K 2001 FAIR.

First customer: Dichtungstechnik Wallstabe  
& Schneider GmbH & Co. KG, Niederwinkling

Clamping unit
300/400 tons

Injection unit
FIFO-Advanced, FIFO-B

Hydraulic system
Control pump

Electrical system
DRC 1210, DRC 2010 HT

D 969.300 Z | S1 RUBBER INJECTION 
MOULDING MACHINE

2003

INSPIRATION & INNOVATION
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1976 – 1986 1987 – 19971965 – 1975

2010

First customer: Boge Elastmetall GmbH, Simmern

Clamping unit
400/560 tons

Injection unit
FIFO-Advanced

Hydraulic system
ServoGear

Electrical system
DRC 2020 HT (Bachmann)

Further development of the D968.400 ZO B750
BENCHMARK S2
New color, protective paneling

D 968.400 ZO B750 | BENCHMARK S3  
RUBBER INJECTION MOULDING  
MACHINE

First customer: Haksan Otomotiv, Bursa, Turkey

Clamping unit
250/400 tons

Injection unit
FIFO-A, FIFO-C

Hydraulic system
Control pump

Electrical system
DRC 2010, DRC 2020 HT

Special feature: Was specially developed for 
Haksan Otomotiv since the BENCHMARK could 
no longer keep up in terms of price. Generously 
dimensioned opening strokes, one-piece design 
injection moulding machine.

D 968.400 ZO COMPACT | RUBBER 
INJECTION MOULDING MACHINE

2006

SILVER AND DARK GRAY.  
THIS IS THE LOOK OF THE NEW GENERATION  
OF DESMA MACHINES.
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1998 – 2008 2009 - 2015

First customer: Dichtungstechnik Wallstabe  
& Schneider GmbH & Co. KG, Niederwinkling 

Clamping unit
300/400/560 tons

Injection unit
FIFO-Advanced, FIFO-B-Advanced

Hydraulic system
ServoGear 

Electrical system
DRC 2020 HT

D 969.300 | SEALMASTER S3 
RUBBER INJECTION MOULDING  
MACHINE

2011

FROM THE 1ST SECOND TO TODAY.  
THE FUTURE HAS BEEN OUR  
OBJECTIVE FOR FIVE DECADES.

 …AND WE KEEP ON DEVELOPING!

New development for the DESMA Process  
Engineering Center 
Completion scheduled for October 2015

Clamping unit
1,000/1,100 Tons

Injection unit
FIFO-A with 12.5 Liter 

Hydraulic system
ServoGear 

Electrical system
DRC 2020 HT 

Special feature
For the first time ever, a 1,000-ton machine will be 
built as an S3 with a ServoGear hydraulic system.

968.1000 ZO B900 | BENCHMARK S3 
RUBBER INJECTION MOULDING  
MACHINE

2015

INSPIRATION & INNOVATION
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INJECTION UNITS – EQUIPPED FOR SUCCESS

State-of-the-art FIFO injection units in all DESMA injection moulding ma- 
chines. With the First-In-First-Out-out principle (FIFO), the material plastified 
first is injected into the mould. This results in an even dwell time of the com-
pound in the injection unit at a constant material pressure. It is possible to 
increase the material temperature throughout the entire plastification pro-

cess, thus considerably reducing the cost-intensive cure time. In addition, 
the DESMA FIFO and FIFO-Advanced injection units permit an easy change 
of the compound because the optimally designed rinsing effect prevents 
contamination with old rubber.

DESMA FIFO-B

The FIFO-B system is used in particular with  
DESMA’s horizontal machines. The injection unit  
is basically suited for all injection moulding ma- 
chines with lateral injection into the mould parting 
line (T-series).

DESMA FIFO-C 

The FIFO-C injection unit is suited for very small 
to medium-sized injection volumes and will soon 
become the standard injection unit for all C-frame 
injection moulding machines and small DESMA 
horizontal machines.

DESMA FIFO-D 

The patented FIFO-D injection unit system devel- 
oped by DESMA is especially suited for small to 
medium-sized injection volumes. The minimal 
nozzle length ensures the extremely high levels of 
user-friendliness of the injection moulding 
machine.

DESMA FIFO-ADVANCED & FIFO-B-ADVANCED 

The FIFO-Advanced injection units launched in 
2007 make production even more reliable and 
profitable. The DESMA innovation combines excel-
lent injection accuracy with the ability to integrate 
larger silicone stuffing systems in the machine. 
This considerably reduces refilling cycles, which 

are time- and cost-intensive. Today FIFO-
Advanced is a standard feature of all DESMA 
BENCHMARK S3 and SEALMASTER S3 models 
and includes FlowControl+ nozzle technology,  
the ActiveFeed feeding roller and the hydraulic 
non-return valve PlastControl.

DESMA FIFO-A

The patented FIFO-A system rapidly becomes 
DESMA’s most successful injection unit.
It is designed for medium-sized to very large injec-
tion volumes and offers ideal levels of operating 
comfort together with the great reliability of the 
injection moulding machine.

1990 19961993

1999 2007

FIFO-Advanced FIFO-B-Advanced
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INSPIRATION & INNOVATION

DRC 1210 DRC 2010

DESMA’s DRC 2010 operating concept ushers in the future of process auto-
mation. The machine operator gets to the right position fast with the intuitive 
user guidance and 15˝ touch screen display. Even complex processes, e.g. 
with handling systems, are shown very clearly. The standard scope of deliv-
ery is rounded off with freely selectable data and comprehensive process 
graphics. Cure time calculator (DesCure), DESMA SPC and networking are 
available as options.

With the DRC 1210, DESMA offers a powerful control system that can make 
even machines with complex equipment easy to operate. The DESMA innova-
tion permits complete control of clamping unit movements and the entire 
injection process including intermediate stops and core lifter movements. 
Data storage and a modem for remote diagnosis are also part of the stan-
dard scope of delivery.

CONTROLLERS FOR EASY HANDLING  
OF PROCESSES AND MACHINES

DRC 2020 HT NOBUS

The DRC 2020 HT visualization with the generous 19˝ upright format screen 
permits simple and logical operation of the injection moulding machine. In 
conjunction with the representation of operating sequences, DESMA again 
defines state-of-the-art technology with this system.

The innovative haptic touch screen not only provides the operator with visual 
information but also offers sensitive feedback. The screen supports logical 
operation and represents even complex interdependencies with great clarity. 
It is also possible to enter machine sequences with ease, especially in the 
case of parallel movements with several pumps.

State-of-the-art technology that can also be used on existing DESMA sys-
tems since DRC 2020 HT can be retrofitted easily and cost-effectively.

Wireless DESMA NoBus networking enables the consolidation and evaluation 
of up to 50 operating and notification states via radio communication. The PC 
control panel module indicates which machine is running, idle or malfunction- 
ing. This considerably reduces response and down times.

NoBus permits systematic analysis of error patterns and thus increases 
machine availability and productivity.

2002 2002

2010 2010

DRC 2020 HT

   »Our customers’ brands are extremely dynamic. 
We keep on opening up new potentials for increased 
      productivity and profitability in this area.«
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MOULD DESIGN & COLD RUNNERS –  
FOR TOP REQUIREMENTS

DESMA designs and manufactures top-quality moulds and cold runners at 
mould production centers in Fridingen, Germany (since 1966), Ahmedabad, 
India (since 2008), and Hebron, USA (since 2008). At every DESMA site  
worldwide, a skilled team of experts is personally available to perfectly fulfill 
industry-specific requirements for the production of an extremely wide range 
of moulded rubber and silicone parts.

MOULD DESIGN 1966 – 1993 
 
Designing and manufacturing top-quality injection moulding tools for  
the footwear industry in Fridingen, at times with up to 50 DESMA employees.

Moulds for direct soling
This involves drawing the shoe shaft over the last and directly injecting the 
sole. DESMA began building these moulds in 1966.

Multicolor sole moulds
First a separate sole is injected, which is then glued onto the shoe shaft.

Moulds for ski boots
From 1972 on, production is extended to include more complex moulds for 
ski boots, necessitating different workflows.

Moulds for rubber boots
With the experience and expertise gained from producing moulds for ski 
boots, DESMA successfully begins manufacturing moulds for rubber boots  
in 1979.

Moulds for heel stiffeners
Heel stiffeners provide protection for the heel in sport and hiking shoes. This 
division rapidly advances to become one of DESMA’s most important ones.

Renowned customers at this time include adidas, Puma, uhlsport, framas, 
Nike, Reebock, Salamander, Gallus, Ecco and Ricosta.

     »Even when conditions are dynamic –  
 DESMA moulds and cold runners secure           
      your competitive advantage.«
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INSPIRATION & INNOVATION

MILESTONES FROM 1993 ON

After DESMA Achim took on the mould shop for soles, the Fridingen plant 
then began with the production of technical moulds. A turning point – 
DESMA becomes a systems provider and, in addition to the machine range, 
now produces elastomer injection moulds and cold runners that economize 
on the materials rubber and silicone.

DESMA INNOVATIONS SET THE STANDARDS

2002  FlowControl cold runner
The world’s first hydraulic cold runner with sealing for profitable rubber 
processing.

2006   LSR injection moulding tools for the electrical industry
DESMA produces machines and moulds especially for large-volume liquid 
silicone rubber (LSR) parts.

2008  FlowControl+ cold runner
The first cold runner to enable a reduction in cure time of up to 25%.

2009  Vario cold runner
A new development that makes considerable savings potential possible  
with small series.

2011  ZeroWaste ITM pot
DESMA enables direct injection without runners for low-waste production 
with a savings potential of up to 50%.

2014  FlowControl-PressureSense
Innovative DESMA nozzle technology FlowControl-PressureSense for the  
perfect filling level.

MILESTONES AND INNOVATIONS FROM 1999 ON

DESMA applies its particular know-how in designing moulds and cold run-
ners to the development of new tools. This results in numerous ground- 
breaking new developments for profitable processes.

• First insulator mould for ABB/Sweden
• Moulds for insulators made of silicone
• Production of 2-deck valve bonnet seals
• Flat seals for the automotive industry

AND IN THE FUTURE

In order to be able to continue to offer customers leading technologies, 
DESMA further extends the mould and cold runner line. Moreover, the capa-
cities and know-how of the global DESMA mould network are further in- 
creased and used consistently.
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SERVICES

Assembly, technology and support

The experienced DESMA Service Team offers expert services and fast provi-
sion – for more output, efficiency and added value. The specialists provide 
maintenance, upgrades, overhauls and repairs and adapt DESMA products 
to suit changed production processes.

Overhauls and upgrades

The overhaul and upgrade service for DESMA machines provides increased 
productivity at lower investment costs. Existing systems remain state of the 
art and do not need to be disposed of, and proven production sequences do 
not need to be interrupted. This saves time and secures valuable competitive 
advantages.

Spare parts

For a permanently stable production, spare parts are available in the 
DESMA shuttle store for express delivery. DESMA spare parts service also 
develops and produces DESMA-compatible replacement components as a 
reliable spare parts supply even after many years.

Remote consulting and remote diagnostics

The DESMA Service Team performs diagnostics, repairs, updates and up- 
grades right in the customer’s company as well as by phone, which is espe-
cially fast and effective.

Retrofitting

DESMA’s service packages for practice-oriented retrofitting of existing 
machines secures the future viability of elastomer processing companies. 
The integration of additional or newly developed components ensures more 
efficient processes in a cost-effective way.

Inspections

DESMA offers regular system checks so that elastomer processing compa-
nies can keep apace of growing quality and production requirements. The 
bespoke inspection service is carried out by a DESMA service engineer.

  »Diagnosis and the prompt supply of spare parts 
 are absolutely critical for your production success.  
  DESMA always make ends meet.«

BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER THE PURCHASE

DESMA supports customers worldwide with holistic service and technical 
support. The dense network of international DESMA production and service 
sites with spare parts stores ensures that elastomer processing compa- 
nies get the advice and help they need around the clock and in excellent  
quality – for the smooth and reliable production of moulded rubber and  
silicone parts.

The DESMA Service Team funnels all of its expertise and experience into the 
DESMA Customer Care Center for profitable elastomer processing. From the 
assembly and installation of DESMA systems and machines, diagnosis and 
maintenance all the way to the fast supply of spare parts, DESMA Service is 
available around the clock. Training and courses are a vital basis for profit-
able elastomer processing. DESMA enables the knowledge transfer on site as 
well as via the forward-looking e-learning platform, which has been available 
since 2013.
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INSPIRATION & INNOVATION

  »That’s really forward-looking! 
DESMA training made a difference! As a result, 
we are able to use the innovative DESMA technology  
  to its greatest potential.«

Experiencing and moulding the future. In the 
DESMA Training Center, customers and DESMA 
staff can prepare themselves for all the require-
ments that can arise in actual practice. The close 
interconnection with DESMA process develop-
ment ensures exclusive access to valuable expert 
knowledge – alternatively online via the innovative 
DESMA e-learning platform.

Training for customers. In addition to the free 
one-day basic instruction for new machines, 
DESMA offer a broad theoretical and practical 
training program. In seminars that are specifically 
tailored to customer requirements – for produc-
tion that is even more efficient, profitable and 
successful.

Training for staff. Sales account managers, ser-
vice engineers, trainees, and DESMA employees, 
too, can specifically consolidate their technical 
know-how outside production. Expert knowledge 
for the immediate benefit of our customers.

• Basic instruction
• Advanced training courses
• Company-specific training courses
• Technical consulting, process analysis and  

process optimization
• E-Training

24/7
»Our DESMA contact partner combines technical  
know-how with a wealth of experience in our industry.  
This lets us implement successful solutions together.«
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Close to our  
 customers worldwide

Global & Local 

Hello DESMA! With our five production locations in the world’s most important economic centers and our international service network, we are 
available on all the continents – and right at the center of the elastomer processing industry. Since our founding, we have continuously extended 
our global presence and are strongly committed to our customers around the world.
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Production & Service location

Service location

Agency

Wuxi, CN

Ahmedabad, IN

Považská Bystrica, SK

Milan

Leioa

Istanbul

Johannesburg

Delhi
Nashik
Pune
Hyderabad
Chennai

Bremen
Cottbus
Flensburg
Frankfurt
Cologne
Leipzig

Moscow
Tuusula

Hebron (KY), USA

León

Walnut (CA) Augusta (GA)

West Warren &
Southborough
(MA)

São Paulo

Bogotá

Córdoba

Fridingen, DE

Bangkok

Osaka
Seoul

DESMA GLOBAL
ACTIVE ON ALL CONTINENTS

What began as a nucleus in the form of MAF with five employees has developed 
into a global player with a network comprising five production sites and 42 
service centers. We supply injection moulding machines, automation technolo-
gy and moulds in 55 countries around the world and serve our customers with 
more than 500 employees in Europe, America and Asia. DESMA is now firmly 
established in all relevant sectors and markets. The elastomer processing 
industry the world over trusts in our system solutions that meet the strictest 
German quality standards, our competent consulting and our excellent support.

1

2

4
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GLOBAL & LOCAL 

Production & Service location

Service location

Agency

Wuxi, CN

Ahmedabad, IN

Považská Bystrica, SK

Milan

Leioa

Istanbul

Johannesburg

Delhi
Nashik
Pune
Hyderabad
Chennai

Bremen
Cottbus
Flensburg
Frankfurt
Cologne
Leipzig

Moscow
Tuusula

Hebron (KY), USA

León

Walnut (CA) Augusta (GA)

West Warren &
Southborough
(MA)

São Paulo

Bogotá

Córdoba

Fridingen, DE

Bangkok

Osaka
Seoul3

5

Germany, Fridingen, 1965

USA, Hebron, 1982

India, Ahmedabad, 1996

Slovakia, Považská Bystrica, 2003

China, Wuxi, 2007

1

2

3
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DESMA GERMANY, FRIDINGEN
THIS IS WHERE IT ALL GETS STARTED

Our headquarters in Fridingen are the home of management, centralized de-
velopment for machine and mould designs, production, project management, 
the Process Engineering Center, the Training Center and the sales and service 
teams.

What makes DESMA premium solutions so unique? In order to respond 
appropriately to the diversified requirements of the elastomer processing 
industry, we adapt DESMA injection moulding machines, production systems 
and moulds to precisely suit the respective application areas. Every DESMA 
system solution combines all technical and commercial advantages.

How does DESMA enable greater performance, productivity and profi-
tability? To arrive at a customized DESMA system, we offer our customers 
comprehensive consulting and project engineering: From part design and 
the choice of the material and injection moulding technology to process and 
cost optimization. This ensures stable and efficient operation throughout the 
entire period of use – and provides our customers with valuable competitive 
advantages.

How does DESMA successfully mould the future? DESMA products and 
innovations fulfill the dynamic requirements of the elastomer processing 
industry. The modular machine design from DESMA also enables retrofitting 
for extending existing systems. In addition, DESMA secures the best pros-
pects by means of full service worldwide as well as by means of the innovative 
e-learning platform and events such as the DESMA roadshow in 2012.

FACTS AND FIGURES

225 men and 26 women

The current number of employees is 251.  
There are 24 trainees at the moment.

as of 2015

Revenue 2014

Total area 

€ 52.4 million
24,000 m2

1965

Fridingen | Germany

Dr. Harald Zebedin and Martin Schürmann
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GLOBAL & LOCAL 
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DESMA USA, HEBRON (KENTUCKY)
OUR COMPETENCE CENTER ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE ATLANTIC

In addition to the sales and service base, this is the location of the compe-
tence center for mould building as well as the Application Process Enginee-
ring Center for markets in Canada, the USA and Mexico.

DESMA has been active in the USA since the 1960s, and since 1982 at its 
present site in Hebron. It currently employs a staff of 40 including sales  
engineers, service technicians, project engineers and sales consultants.  
We are especially proud of the Service department with a full-time team  
of six service technicians. They are all committed to our customers in the 
market for single-station rubber injection moulding machines.

We find perfect solutions for customer-specific applications in our own  
in-house Process Engineering Center with DESMA vertical and horizontal  
machines with a clamping force range of 50 to 630 tons. In addition, our 
Hebron plant has a comprehensive stock of spare parts.

In the USA, we offer the complete package of service and support – from 
installation to warrantee claims. Moreover, customers can take advantage of 
our training programs as well as retrofitting and conversion services. Another 
special feature of DESMA USA is our service branch in Mexico, where we 
serve our customers with sales experts and service staff.

Since 2008, we have also been manufacturing moulds for rubber and silicone 
mould production in Hebron. Our mould shop boasts several CNC vertical  
milling machines, a lathe, a surface grinder and other equipment. We even 
have our own mould designer who takes care of our customers’ wishes.  
Our engineers and technicians test all moulds and cold runners in the plant 
after they are produced. Furthermore, DESMA USA is the only supplier that 
offers domestically produced moulds, cold runners and injection moulding 
components.

FACTS AND FIGURES

34 men and 5 women

as of 2015

Revenue 2014

Total area

€ 21.4 million
3,500 m2

1982

Hebron | USA
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GLOBAL & LOCAL 

INTERVIEW WITH

DESMA USA is the German company’s first location abroad. What  
is the history behind it?

DESMA has been active in North America dating back to the 1960s. The com-
pany that originally promoted DESMA was named Compo Shoe Machin- 
ery Corporation. They were located in New England; then the center of the 
footwear industry. Via Compo Industries, many DESMA rotary machines (then 
built at DESMA Achim) were delivered. In parallel, applications of DESMA 
rubber injection technology in the field of mechanical goods production were 
growing. During the 1970s and in the early 1980s, the US subsidiary was also 
active in shoe mold production. In addition, they designed and developed ma-
chine subassemblies plus control systems for single-station rubber machines. 
In the early 1980s, Klöckner purchased DESMA and we – DESMA Industrial 
Machines - were integrated into the Klöckner Ferromatik Windsor organiza- 
tion. Today, we are a 100% subsidiary of DESMA Fridingen.

What were the biggest challenges and how did the brand DESMA  
manage to develop in the North American market?
 
As I mentioned above, DESMA activity in the States originally focused around 
the footwear industry. The round-table presses had our name proudly cast on 
each mould carrier. They epitomized German engineering; lasted forever and 
established a reputation for reliability and longevity. As such, a challenge for 
the company was to define a separate identity for the single-station machin- 
ery market!   
The downturn of the footwear industry in the 1980s changed everything as 
this was the main consumer of rotary DESMA presses. However, the company 
quickly adapted: For the single-station market, DESMA developed the top 
inject (ZO) system and our own version of FIFO injection for rubber. Such 
developments defined the „single-station“ brand independent of the footwear 
industry.

In which field do you identify your strengths?

We supply turnkey solutions that are domestically managed, tested and de-
monstrated all under one roof.  
From Hebron, we offer a domestic supply of spare parts. This helps support 
our approximate 1,600 installed machine base in a timely manner. In addition 
to local support, we employ regional service engineers located in Mexico, the 
West Coast and the North East. Unique services also include project engineer- 
ing, mould testing and our in-house mould shop. When combining the range of 
services we provide with high-quality German-based solutions, we are unique 
in the North American market.

SCOTT EARLY, MANAGING DIRECTOR USA

What about the development goals for the American market for the 
years to come? 
 
The US and Canadian markets are mature markets for rubber machinery  
compared to emerging and low labor cost markets around the globe. Mexico 
on the other hand is a growing market with demand primarily generated by 
large foreign-owned companies. That being said, we believe continued head-
space exists for DESMA machinery, tooling and automation solutions in all of 
our markets. We also believe North American manufacturing recognizes high- 
quality, efficient and low labor content production methods.  
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DESMA INDIA, AHMEDABAD
OUR ORIENTAL SUCCESS STORY

In Ahmedabad we produce moulds in addition to machines for the Indian 
market and other Asian markets. Comprehensive customer service is ensured 
with an extensive sales and service network in connection with an Application 
Engineering Center.

As a globally leading supplier of injection moulding machines for the rubber 
and silicone industry, DESMA began investing in emerging Asian markets in 
1995. The industrial city of Ahmedabad was chosen as the site of the plant 
to enable it to cover the local mould requirements of the thriving automotive 
industry in India and in neighboring countries. Machines with capacities of 
up to 100 tons were initially manufactured at our plant, and soon thereafter 
machines with capacities of 250 tons and 400 tons.

Today we have systems with capacities of up to 560 tons in which a very wide 
range of injection units and handling systems are used. After 15 successful 
years and with a market share of more than 90%, DESMA India built a pro-
duction facility with an area of 1,100 m² in 2009. In order to be able to meet 

growing customer demand and the requirements resulting from the sale of 
more than 550 DESMA systems, a powerful network for sales and service was 
also established in the cities Delhi, Mumbai, Pune, Chennai and Hyderabad.

DESMA India offers high-quality moulds and turnkey system solutions. Our 
excellently equipped and experienced Project Engineering department works 
closely together with the customer to ensure perfect customer-specific com-
plete solutions. In addition, we offer value-added services, e.g. production 
analysis, moulds, cold runner blocks and process optimization. Our Technical 
Service department is effectively complemented by our offering in the area of 
process optimization and training programs.

FACTS AND FIGURES

93 men and 3 women

Revenue 2014

Total area

€ 7.9 million 
6,277 m2

as of 2015

1996

Ahmedabad | India
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ARUN MANKODI AND MAHENDRA PATEL, MANAGING DIRECTORS OF DESMA INDIA

Which are the core properties of the brand DESMA that are essential  
for a successful market establishment in Asia?

The Asian customers’ mindset is quite different than that of customers of  
developed countries. The promotors’ reputation plays a pivoting role in this 
regard. The joint venture of the Patel Family (as the Mamata Group) and 
Klöckner Werke (1983 – 2011) along with the brand DESMA (1995 – 2011), 
even with the small capital investment of DM 50,000, was the primary reason 
for solid foundation and growth during the 20 years of KDMPL in India. The 
Mamata Group provided the comfort of shared resources, services and 
support during the critical initial years. The strong team of DESMA India under 
the Mamata Group umbrella re-established the China plant (2007 – 2010) in 
Wuxi. This is a unique success story for the brand DESMA.

DESMA India serves the specific market requirements with its own 
machine series. Which are the special features of the SIGMA and ALPHA 
series?

DESMA India followed the widely successful strategy of “Go global, act local”. 
The SIGMA and ALPHA series were developed on the physical footprint of the 
DESMA Global machine series, but inputs required for the Indian market were 
incorporated. Simpler controls, an easier operator interface, fewer options 
and greater ease of job change are prime needs of the Indian market. 
The SIGMA and ALPHA series have features for adapting low-cost semi- 
automation devices.  
These machine series offer “fully closed loop” as well as “partially closed 
loop” operation. Also available with Japanese brand PLC. This offers high 
flexibility for Asian customers to choose the right product based on applica-
tion and preference. There are special models, e.g. the SE series, which are 
simplified and dedicated exclusively to silicone insulator applications.

In which field do you identify your strengths? 

We offer machines that meet world-class quality and technology standards. 
A strong presence with support/service offices close to customer clusters is 
one of our key strengths. Lean manufacturing is another key strength which 
allows us to offer machines at competitive prices. We have a qualified team 
of engineers who are capable of learning the latest technology and who work 
closely together with the DESMA Germany team. We offer competitive machi-
ne customization for given applications when required by the customer. Our 
core team of factory floor workers is highly skilled, being trained in DESMA 
Germany on regular basis. Our organization is continuously learning and 
willing to adapt to new working practices, new IT applications, new product 
applications and more.

What about the development goals for the Asian market for the years  
to come? 

According to almost all international financial institutions, the Asian market  
is upbeat, with an average GDP growth of 6% per year expected for next
decade or more.  
We have established manufacturing capacity with a long-term vision capable 
of producing nearly double the quantity of machines from our facility, with 
incremental human resources.
DESMA India is now working to establish a strong presence in South-Asian 
countries, especially in Japanese transplants. We expect these markets to 
grow around 10% per year for next 5 years. We are fully equipped to meet  
this demand.

GLOBAL & LOCAL 

INTERVIEW WITH
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DESMA SLOVAKIA, POVAŽSKÁ BYSTRICA
OUR EXTENDED WORKBENCH

The focus here is the production of important parts and components for the 
DESMA plant in Germany. Moreover, this site serves as a bridge for servicing 
Eastern Europe.

DESMA Slovakia was founded in 2003 as a supplier of injection moulding 
machine parts for the DESMA parent plant in Fridingen. The Slovakian plant 
is located in a modern industrial park in the city of Považská Bystrica, just 
off the highway and about 170 kilometers from the capital Bratislava. In the 
beginning, our main focus was on manufacturing and processing welded con- 
structions such as hydraulic tanks and machine bases. Meanwhile, our ma- 
chine park and staff have grown considerably, enabling DESMA Slovakia to 
cover a wide range of services in the area of metal processing for DESMA 
Fridingen.

Today, our core business is in welded constructions, the production of large 
plates, heating plates, temperature-controlled units and assembly production 

in the area of hydraulics. DESMA Slovakia fills a niche in a region with a long 
tradition of machine building and is thus able to cover further areas of metal 
processing and metal tempering right on site as required with cooperation 
partners of many years’ standing.

We currently manufacture parts for DESMA Fridingen in three halls measuring 
close to 2,500 m2 in total with a staff of 69. All of the employees in key posi- 
tions speak German or English. The SAP system is linked with the parent plant 
for administration and the CAD system Unigraphics is used for design. Since 
we mainly produce for DESMA, the globally leading manufacturer of injection 
moulding machines for processing elastomers, top quality and flexibility are 
absolutely critical. Our quality management system makes it possible for us to 
secure high standards and guarantee the best products and services for our 
customers.

2003

Považská Bystrica | Slovakia 

FACTS AND FIGURES

65 men and 4 women

as of 2015

Revenue 2014

Total area

€ 9.9 million
3,300 m2
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GLOBAL & LOCAL 

DESMA Slovakia works very 
closely with DESMA in Germa-
ny. As a result, where do you 
see the greatest benefit for 
DESMA customers?

Wolfgang Tarrach: From the 
outset, DESMA Fridingen has 
been our most important cus- 
tomer for parts to be produced 
and of complete components. 
The needs and the order-related 
requests for delivery are ex- 

changed daily between both facilities. Our end users benefit from the mean-
while very reasonable time of delivery of our final products thanks to in-house 
value creation. We are able to react very swiftly and without a lot of red tape 
to the requirements of new machines, as well as in case of spares needed by 
our end users.
 
Branislav Pavlik: DESMA Slovakia is a good basis for machine sales and 
service of machines especially for customers in Eastern Europe. We stand for 
cost reduction in case of purchase and maintenance of a new machine and for 
reduced times of delivery. We are highly flexible and react fast to customer 
needs. Machine repairs are carried out quickly because spares, if required, 
can be produced immediately.

Which development has this location taken since its foundation in 2003?

Wolfgang Tarrach: At the beginning, it always was considered to be the 
extended workbench. Large machining centers were relocated to Slovakia in 
order to counteract the rising level of wages and thus the high manufacturing 
costs involved. Now we not only serve our Fridingen headquarters but also 
our subsidiaries in India, China and the US. And what is more, a share of  
indirect customers has been developed which also is of vast importance. 
From 2011 on, our portfolio was expanded to include the production of 
order-related complete components to be directly transferred to the Final 
Assembly department at our headquarters. 
Today we talk about an annual turnover of around 10 million euros compared 
to 50,000 euros in 2003. Since the company has outgrown the Považská 
Bystrica location and our future planning definitely foresees additional space, 
we are going to invest in a new production hall and thus in an expansion of our 
production area in 2015. 

Branislav Pavlik: DESMA Slovakia was founded with 4 employees: One  
Managing Director, one technician and two welders. Meanwhile, there are 
now two managing directors and 70 employees, and the company is divided 
into the departments Controlling, Personnel, Purchasing, Sales, CAM, Plan-
ning and Control of Production and Assembly, Quality, Warehouse Manage-
ment, Production, Assembly and Service.

WOLFGANG TARRACH AND BRANISLAV PAVLIK, MANAGING DIRECTORS OF DESMA SLOVAKIA

In which field do you identify your strengths?

Wolfgang Tarrach: We identify our strengths in the field of manufacturing 
where we invested in a new in turning and milling center in 2014. Many of the 
machines are operated in 4 shifts 7 days a week, which represents a very 
high value creation and is also reflected in our delivery performance.

Branislav Pavlik: 
• We are experts in milling technology
• Focus on production of subassemblies 
• Efficient use of production means: Shift model 24/7
• High work input and flexibility in the manufacturing process
• DESMA team consists of experienced professionals who are goal oriented
• Close interaction between DESMA Slovakia and the Fridingen  

headquarters

What about the development goals for the Slovakian/Czech/Slovenian 
market for the years to come?

Wolfgang Tarrach: There are now a lot of companies in the sector of rub-
ber injection moulding machines in Eastern European countries that keep 
expanding their production areas. In order to act more purposefully in this 
market, we employ a field salesman who takes care of DESMA and of indirect 
customers as well. Especially as far as the field of rubber injection moulding 
is concerned, we have identified additional potential to extend our current 
market volume of 2.5 million euros.

Branislav Pavlik: We just have optimized the field of machine sales in the ter-
ritories mentioned above. Our responsible salesman supports our customers 
by providing them with extensive information to select the ideal machine and/
or moulds. Moreover, we offer to train customer staff in operating the new 
machine and of course we help them to further optimize production on this 
machine.
Personally, I identify two development goals for the years to come: Firstly, the 
goal of pushing up machine sales and of gaining new customers. Secondly, we 
will make comprehensive service before and after sales available. 

INTERVIEW WITH
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DESMA CHINA, WUXI
WE RISE TO THE CHALLENGE

This is where we produce injection moulding machines and moulds for the 
Chinese market. In addition, DESMA China offers our customers complete 
sales, service and training expertise on site.

DESMA China was founded in August 2007. DESMA was the world’s only  
manufacturer of injection moulding machines to invest in a 100% subsidiary  
in China. The plant now employs a staff of 50 and produces on a total area  
of 7,654 m2.

The SIGMA series with a clamping force of 250 to 400 tons was launched on 
the Chinese market from Wuxi. A machine series that was designed in Ger-
many and is very successful in Europe under the name COMPACT. We serve 
the 50-ton to 450-ton clamping force range with the ALPHA series. The two 
series were specially adapted for the local market and feature, for example, 

controls with Chinese characters that are easy to understand as well as hard-
ware that is suitable for tropical conditions and excels with low maintenance. 
Parallel to the world market, we are able to offer leading DESMA technologies 
with the price advantages of local production.

In future, we will add a mould shop and turnkey complete solutions to our of-
fering. We already train customers at our Wuxi plant to ensure that their work 
with DESMA machines and systems is successful.

2007

Wuxi | China
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GLOBAL & LOCAL 

DESMA China is the youngest subsidiary 
of the company. What was the deciding 
factor for the foundation of the Chinese 
location?

China is the fastest growing global econ- 
omy, DESMA being a global leader in the 
rubber injection machine industry cannot  
be nonexistent in this location.
Also recognizing this golden business oppor-
tunity, our customers are investing heavily 
in China. DESMA wants to be close to our 
customers to provide the best support.
For customers who have not yet started  

operations in China, DESMA provides comprehensive support by preparing 
the way early on and openly sharing its experiences with them.

How are German enterprises such as DESMA perceived in the Chinese 
market of the injection moulding industry?

German enterprises are generally perceived as leaders in the Chinese market, 
with higher levels of precision, organization and professionalism. Chinese 
enterprises often learn and adopt the way German enterprises work and 
consequently optimize themselves in the course of time. However, German 
enterprises are also viewed as inflexible in the Chinese business context. This 
is an area in which DESMA China excels as a result of its integration in the 
local business environment.

In which field do you identify your strengths?

DESMA products supplied to the Chinese market are superior in quality com- 
pared to other brands in terms of productivity, repeatability, energy efficiency 
and branding. Not to mention our system solutions that give our customers 
further advantages for advanced production methodology, which is also a con-
vincing factor with their end customers. And let’s not forget the professional 
expertise of our staff, who provide our customers with optimum service 24/7.

What about the development goals for the Chinese market for the years 
to come? 

DESMA China has just expanded its production capacity and has moved into  
a new plant with an inside area of 7,654 m2. It will continue to serve its custo-
mers with more sales and service offices throughout China, including Southern 
China, Northern China and Central China.
We’ll provide a fuller range of products to be manufactured in China from  
25-ton to 1,000-ton injection machines, CRB and moulds, with consideration  
of standards which are more suited to the Chinese industry.

WEI MING ONG, MANAGING DIRECTOR OF DESMA CHINA

FACTS AND FIGURES

39 men and 11 women

as of 2015

Revenue 2014

Total area

€ 7.3 million

INTERVIEW WITH

10,500 m2
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Employees in the spotlight
DESMA & Me

The enthusiasm and competence of our employees are the driving force at DESMA. They are all passionately dedicated and mould good ideas 
into top-class products that help our customers get ahead. And all DESMAnians individually also connect “their” company with a part of a life 
history that is completely personal.
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DESMA & ME
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»It was 1966 and I was 
supposed to drive from 
DESMA Achim to Fridin-
gen. I asked for the best 
route to take and got the 
following answer:  
Go to Stuttgart and then 
take a left in the middle of 
nowhere. Then you’ll be in 
Fridingen for sure.«

»I called DESMA and was given 
an appointment right away –  
there was no application or 
interview the way there is these 
days. My apprenticeship as a 
toolmaker began even though 
there was no master craftsman 
present. He didn’t arrive until 
two weeks later.«

WHEN I FIRST STARTED AT DESMA

Johannes Hipp
First apprentice (toolmaker)  
At DESMA since 1965

»I came from DESMA in Achim 
and brought the first computer  
for the Sales/Distribution de-
partment along with me! It was 
an IBM PC 286 with a 20-mega-
byte hard drive and software for 
quotation creation«

Andreas Brauer 
In Achim 1989 – 1991 
At DESMA Fridingen since 1991 

Johan Mindermann
In Achim 1959 – 1991 
At DESMA Fridingen 1992 – 2011
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»I got to know DESMA through 
my last job, at the Open House 
2011. ‘Cool company and a 
super team,’ I thought to myself, 
and a few months later I had 
joined DESMA.«

»Having just gotten started as a 
DESMA service technician – with 
pretty good English skills – I had 
a job in the USA right away that 
lasted several weeks. It was my 
very first big trip across the ocean 
that took me to DESMA in Erlan-
ger. Afterwards, when I landed 
back in Stuttgart and was in  
my car on the way to Fridingen,  
I seriously considered turning 
around. That’s how fascinated  
I was with the USA.«

»When I first got started  
I spent more time in China 
than in Fridingen. It was  
a major project involving 
pharmaceutical stoppers 
and the recipe of the  
mixture.«

Ute Ramsperger
At DESMA since 2012

Wolfgang Tarrach 
At DESMA since 1997

Rainer Bantle
At DESMA since 1995

DESMA & ME
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MY FIRST EXPERIENCES AS A DESMANIAN

HEINRICH ARNDT 
HEAD OF PRODUCTION 
DESMANIAN, 1968 – 2004

HARALD SCHMID 
GENERAL SALES MANAGER 
DESMANIAN SINCE 1979 ERNST STENGELIN 

HEAD OF DESIGN 
DESMANIAN, 1966 – 2000

FRANKO NEUMEIER 
SERVICE TECHNICIAN  
DESMANIAN SINCE 2001

I found out from one of my relatives that there was 
a vacancy for a production manager at a subsidiary 
of DESMA Werke Achim. I knew that a company 
had been founded in Fridingen on the Danube in 
1965. On the Danube! I was interested because 
it sounded like a big river with a lot of water and 
the chance to go sailing again in my free time. I’ve 
been a water sports enthusiast all my life: First a 
bosun on a motorboat, then the owner of a collaps- 
ible boat to be independent, and the proud owner 
of a sailing dinghy for four years. An appointment 
was arranged for an interview and I took the train 
from Ludwigsburg to Tuttlingen. I was in dire finan-
cial straits after my studies, and as a young man 
with a family I couldn’t afford a car. I was picked 
up in Tuttlingen by then Managing Director Walter 
Schatz. After we passed the ridge at the Bergsteig 
pass, I glanced down into the valley on the right. 
I asked what that stream down there might be, 
to which Mr. Schatz proudly replied: “That is the 
Danube.” All my dreams of sailing were dashed, 
my disappointment was without bounds. If I’d had 
more courage, I would have liked to say: “You can 
turn right around.” I did in fact have an opportunity 
to go sailing later on. Friends and acquaintances 
would occasionally invite me out sailing on Lake 
Constance.

Actually, I wanted to become a radio and television 
technician. To install antennas, though, I needed 
to be OK with heights, so this wasn’t the job for 
me. I didn’t have any better ideas, and settled for 
a toolmaker apprenticeship at DESMA. After my 
fellow apprentice Franz Baum and I took our places 
at the vice and workbench, a third year apprentice 
sent me on an urgent errand to the tool issuing 
department. I was to pick up some “Siemens 
airhooks”! When I got there I was given a heavy 
package to carry back. It took all my strength, but 
I got the thing back to the training shop, where my 
arrival was met with a round of applause from a 
reception committee consisting of the master and 
all the other apprentices. I was dripping with sweat 
when I came to the realization that I’d been lugging 
solid scrap steel through the halls. I hated DESMA 
that first day of work.

I applied at DESMA for the first time on Novem- 
ber 30, 1965. The job was advertised in the 
“Gränzbote”, a local paper, and I was initially 
turned down after four weeks. Half a year later, 
then Managing Director Walter Schatz wrote to 
me, asking if I was still interested. And that’s how 
I was taken on as a designer on October 1, 1966. 
My first task was to calculate the weld seams for 
the mould changing system designed by the “Head 
of Design” of that time. It wasn’t until later that I 
understood why I had actually been hired. In 1967 
the whole team was to go to Achim for eight weeks 
of introductory training. As a result, as of spring 
1967, there were only two of us left in the Fridin-
gen Design department and my predecessor was  
no longer there.

When I applied for the position at DESMA and then 
got the job, I thought I was moving to a port town. 
And that’s exactly what I told people in my home-
town back east. The first time I went to Fridingen 
on the Danube, I wanted to go directly to the har-
bor. After I drove over the small bridge in Fridingen 
and saw the Danube for the first time, I was very 
disappointed and knew there would be no harbor.
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CLAUDIA HAMMA, SHIPPING 
DESMANIAN SINCE 1972

LISA REBHOLZ  
PERSONAL ASSISTANT TO THE MANAGEMENT  
DESMANIAN SINCE 2007

HEIKE BLEIL, SALES ASSISTANT 
DESMANIAN SINCE 1991 

My very first day at DESMA, it was Friday, September 1, 1972, was very  
exciting for me. There I was, 14 years old, lonely and all alone, standing  
outside the entrance, not daring to go inside. Ms. Mathilde Spiertz kindly took  
me underwing and in we went. In the course of the day, all the new trainees 
were given a tour of the company. I was the only commercial trainee and  
was picked up by the Training Officer, Günther Hamma, and led through  
the company together with the new apprentices. At the end of the company 
tour, Mr. Hamma asked me if he should accompany me back. I – big as I  
was – declined his offer, I’d find my own way back, thanks! But no such luck. 
At that time, the only way back to the administration building was through the 
training shop, and I couldn’t find my way. I was lost, and grateful to run into 
Mr. Hamma again. He ended up bringing me back after all.  
During my training I also spent time in the Purchasing department. Back then, 
a rep from a screw vendor came by every Wednesday. He was personable, 
and since he’d been coming for years, the staff in Purchasing knew a bit about 
him, and also about his private life. While vacationing in northern Germany, 
the rep was so taken by a local breed of moorland sheep (“Heidschnucke”) 
that he brought a few of them back home to raise. The sheep were then also 
a subject of conversation during his visits. One Wednesday during my training 
term he came by as usual and was greeted by me with a cordial “Hello, Mr. 
Heidschnucke”. Everyone laughed and I could have died of embarrassment. 
But the rep had a sense of humor, and my having put my foot in my mouth was 
cause for a smile every visit thereafter.

I was at DESMA for the first time in 2004. I had a job in the paint and lacquer 
shop for 2 months and worked in customer service for a couple of weeks. My 
time at DESMA as a trainee got off to a somewhat “bumpy” start. I began one 
apprenticeship in 2007, only to complete an entirely different one in 2010. 
I was allowed – thank goodness! – to switch after the first three months of 
training as an IT clerk to industrial clerk with an additional qualification in 
international business management. A wise decision as it turned out!

I met my husband during my first day of work in Fridingen. He was still work-
ing at DESMA in Achim and was in Fridingen that day, November 4, 1991. He 
planned to switch to the local plant and joined the tour with the DESMA new-
comers. We exchanged our first furtive glances back then. And so it happened 
that he rather quickly opted for DESMA in Swabia!

DESMA & ME
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     DESMA success  
stories in figures

Past & Present

Large- and small-scale developments mark the course of our company from its very first steps to the present day. These changes  
are reflected in figures and data. Much has changed dramatically since then. Some things appear modern even today, while others  
astonish us and make us smile.
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PAST & PRESENT
INCREDIBLE AND YET TRUE!

Milestones in Communication 

is the price of an electronic comput- 
ing machine in the 1970s. And this 
mastered only the four basic arith-
metic operations.

Cards or letters were the only available means 

of external written communication. There were 

telexes for urgent matters. This involved typing the 

text on a typewriter and simultaneously creating a 

punched tape. The recipient’s number was dialed 

and the text from the punched tape was transmit-

ted via the phone line. It was also possible to dial 

directly and write. But you had to be quick because 

this was billed in the same way as phone calls!

The Design department got its first computer in 1988 
with the launch of the first CAD system. Before that every 
drawing in Achim was filmed and placed on a punch card. 
Payroll Accounting and Administration got their first com-
puters in 1988 and Sales/Distribution got theirs in 1991 – 
a PC from Achim. There was only one e-mail connection  
at DESMA until mid-1999.

DESMA gets its  
first website.

1965: 
Number of 
photocopiers

Worldwide Web

Computers, Punch Cards & Other Media

 Intercom Systems & Mobile Phones

Those Who Work Must Also Eat…

1999

330

136

5

1791

1

56

  DM 1.50  
 
In 1965, there was an allowance given to employees 
who went to the Gasthaus Löwen, Feuerhake.

EUR  5.50  
Today the company has its own cafeteria 
with food provided every day.

1
DM 2,500

e-mail inboxes

notebooks

iOS tablets

PCsPC

switchboard

1988:

1965: 2015:

2015:

mobile phones

There was a so-called intercom system for internal commu-
nication. It consisted of three different lights, which were 
operated by the switchboard. It was possible to call employees 
who were out and about in the plant by means of the various, 
sometimes flashing color combinations. Employees had to go 

to the nearest stationary phone and contact the switchboard – then the call 
could be put through. The first mobile phone went to General Sales Manager 
Harald Schmid in 1998. Not even Managing Director Dr. Scholz had a mobile 
phone at that time.

telephone system clients
292

1

1998:

mobile phone

landline phones
96
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Fleet & Co.

Getting to Work

0.58DM EUR1.45

The following were formerly used as a means of transportation:
• 4 VW vans (9 seats each).
• 1 bus from Tuttlingen to Fridingen, driven by employee  

Mr. Motsch.
• 1 bus from Hausen im Tal via Irndorf (formerly Irrendorf)  

to Fridingen. Employees Ekkehard Poeck and later Peter Unger 
served as drivers.

• 1 bus from Renquishausen via Bärenthal to Fridingen. This bus 
was also used by Bärenthal employees to get home for lunch. 

Today, all employees organize their own rides, mostly in their own 
cars. Some also come on foot, by bike or by train.

In 1965 a liter  
of gasoline cost

Today a liter of  
gasoline costs about 

1965: All employees come from the area.  
Hausen im Tal was the farthest away.

2015: 78 employees come from Fridingen,  
95 employees from neighboring towns and  
everyone else from towns up to 67 km away.

2015: Service technicians and sales staff are willing 
to travel great distances to get to customers.

Average Daily Commute to Work 

480 min.

37 min.

14 min.

1965:

1965:

2015:

WorkweekLogo Development

 41.5 

hours  
per week  
in 1965

 35 
hours  
per week  
in 2015

Horsepower

Car – VW Beetle

4,485 34

18,150 105

DM HP

EUR HP

Price of new car in 1965: VW Beetle 1965:

Price of new car in 2015: VW New Beetle 2015:

17 – 22 

30 

Days off & Holidays

days per year

days per year

2015

Employees used to be able to look forward to up 
to 22 days of holiday with pay a year, depending 
on how long they had been with the company – 
today 30 days are possible!MAF

PAST & PRESENT
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The Managing Directors of DESMA

Since 2007 
Martin Schürmann
Managing Director

1967 - 1991
Walter Schatz

1965 - 1967
Herbert Ludwig

1996 - 2012
Dr. Bernd Scholz

1991 - 2007
Wolfgang Koliwer
Headquarters in Fridingen
until 1996, then in Achim

Since 2012 
Dr. Harald Zebedin
Managing Director

Portfolio & Orders

1970: 26 shoe machines with a value of DM 500,000

80 shoe machines with a value of DM 4.5 million

7 shoe machines with a value of DM 2 million

55 injection moulding machines with a value of DM 11.5 million

1975:

1990:

1991:

2015:

Initially, machines were mainly sold via DESMA Achim: They were shipped there, accepted by the customer and then transported to their intended destination. 
From 1965 to 1970, DESMA Fridingen produced practically no machines – only machine parts. The production and sale of shoe machines and rubber injection 
moulding machines did not begin until after this. 

19
65

19
68

DESMA Fridingen Grows
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Today’s plant measuring some 24,000 m2 is 120 times  
as big as the first 200 m2 production hall.

Since the company was founded, six personalities have lead the way 
with courage, foresight and outstanding competence.
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428 injection moulding machines with a value of EUR 792 million

65 m
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Employees at DESMA Fridingen
Initially there were five employees at DESMA Fridingen; by the end of 1965 
there were 13. The first employee was Mathilde Spiertz, followed by Margot 
Heni in Payroll Accounting. Helga Hamma joined the company in 1966. 
Johannes Hipp, the first apprentice in 1965, was then 15 years old and is still 
working for the company today! Anneliese Schanz (today Anneliese Schurr) 
started her apprenticeship in Design in 1967 – and worked there until she 
reached retirement age. Albert Hipp started his commercial apprenticeship 
in 1968, and stayed at DESMA until retirement. Ms. Rosza, on the other hand, 
began her apprenticeship in Production in 1990. Today DESMA Fridingen has 
24 apprentices and students in training: 20 men and four women, of these 
two in industrial and in commercial areas.

Wages and salaries back then were paid in cash. An employee from Payroll 
Accounting went to the bank for this sole reason and picked up the pre- 
ordered banknotes. 

2015:

225 men11 men 26 women2 women

1965:

Wages & Salaries

DM 20,000
The payroll was created using a crank adding machine. This was later  
joined by an adding machine with a paper roll. Today, Salzgitter AG  
transfers salaries to employees’ bank accounts.

The average annual salary of  
German full-time employees

Ø German Earnings/Year

Food Prices

Gross National ProductComputing Capacity

Coffee

The price of one kilogram of coffee:

Big Pretzels  
Big pretzels are widespread in southern Germany, Austria and Alsace. 
The most prominent feature of these baked goods is their symmetrically 
shaped twist. In 1965 you could get a big pretzel for DM 0.10; today they 
cost EUR 0.80 on average.

Beer

At the 2015 Oktoberfest the price of a “Mass”  
(1 liter) of beer: EUR 10.10. While the price in 1965 
was a mere DM 2.20. At the 100th anniversary of  
Oktoberfest in 1910 the price was 38 pfennig.

US astronaut Neil Armstrong lands on the moon as 
part of NASA Mission Apollo 11 in 1969. A computer 
with 4 kilobytes of RAM and a 1,024 MHz processor 
was used.

Meanwhile, the average smartphone owner normally 
has 1 gigabyte of RAM and a 100 MHz processor.

9,230

16.16

452 billion
2,903 billion

DM

DM

DM

EUR

EUR

EUR

liters liters

Average annual per capita beer consumption in Germany

41,400

14.00

107 24

1965:

1965:

1965:

2014:

2015

2015:

2015:
In comparison, the  
average annual per  
capita consumption  
of wine in 2015 is:

5

PAST & PRESENT
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Our ideas  
 for tomorrow

Drivers, Trends & Technology

The future has many names: Chance, opportunity and challenge, idea and inspiration. Over the past 50 years, DESMA has made successful  
use of many good ideas and opportunities to continuously develop further and in doing so has set many important trends in the market.
Players from DESMA explain how they are forging the path to the company and the machine of the future.
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Resources in short supply, globalization, digitalization and indi- 
vidualization are megatrends whose impact is evident in the  
rubber and silicone processing industry. What has to be done  
in order to be successful in the market today and tomorrow? 

More than ever, the focus needs to be on quality, pricing and innovation as 
well as the customer’s wishes. There are trends in the rubber processing 
industry which the players in the market need to be open to if they want to 
succeed. Digitalization and globalization lead to increased competition since 
it is possible to compare more providers and market barriers are falling. 
However, it is not easy to copy mature know-how and a portfolio of proven 
technical solutions.

Price increases for raw materials and semifinished products re-
sulting from resource shortages lead to highly efficient process- 
ing. How does this affect rubber injection moulding?

The objective must be to lower the energy consumption which results from 
high process temperatures and forces. The raw material rubber costs up to  
€ 10/kg today and, unlike thermoplastics, rubber scrap cannot be processed 
further. So what’s required is a decrease in waste all the way to waste-free 
production, as are concepts for recycling rubber or using it in other applica-
tions. Resource efficiency also pays off with regard to the machine itself, and 
can be realized by means of long-term and upgradable concepts.

DR. JOHANNES HÖPFNER | TECHNOLOGY CONSULTANT 

PROSPECTS OF
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The resource “worker” also plays a major role in production in high-wage 
countries in order to keep costs reasonable. Thus, more and more machines 
are operated by one worker and more and more fully automatic processes are 
used. 

Speaking of workers – what factors still play a role here? 

The focus is increasingly on workplace quality. Movements have to be ergo- 
nomic and occupational safety is the absolute top priority.

Digitalization and individualization generate a trend which is 
often referred to as Industry 4.0. What is the relevance for  
mechanical engineering?

As a result of diversified customer wishes and product variants, lot quantities 
are falling all the way down to single-item production. In order to manage 
this complexity, production is becoming more networked and manufacturing 
more variable. It must be possible to use components and machines variably 
and combine them in modules. The data infrastructure, which takes on the 
planning and tracking of individual steps, is particularly important for this.

 
What will the application areas of elasto-
mer materials look like in the future?

These are also changing. In some areas, thermo-
plastic elastomers and high-performance plas-
tics are being used as an economical substitute 
for elastomers. At the same time, new technol- 
ogies keep on entering the market. Rubber is 
being used less and less as a material in electric 
cars. On the other hand, silicone rubbers are 
very well suited for current-carrying elements 
and will be increasingly used in the vehicles of 
the future.

What is DESMA’s technical response to these global trends  
and drivers? For instance, to lower the costs for resources  
and energy? 

Reducing energy requirements is a goal we are consistently pursuing, for 
example with efficient drive systems such as ServoGear hydraulics, lower 
heat loss and alternative heating and cooling strategies. Material efficiency 
is the result of less waste per cycle, for instance with DESMA cold runners 
and injection which is as direct as possible using FlowControl cold runners 

and ZeroWaste. Features for specific process tracking and control such as 
Propter, DesCure and PressureSense contribute to reducing scrap. And: 
The machines are designed for long service lives and can be retrofitted or 
overhauled with excellent results.

And what is working at a future-oriented DESMA machine like?

Working at a DESMA machine should be as pleasant as possible. Emissions 
are reduced, for instance heat and exhaust as well as noise levels, with Eco-
Silence and ServoGear. Ergonomics is also a priority, for example with the 
BENCHMARK system and demoulding tables. The DRC 2020 HT control  
panel makes it possible to carry out complex processes with ease by means  
of direct feedback (Haptic-Touch), mobile monitoring and gesture control.

Automation is a special focus. How is this implemented in DESMA 
machines?

In addition to classic concepts such as brushing and sliding systems as well as 
linear handling, DESMA increasingly uses robots to enable automation of even 
complex processes. Direct contact with the customer is especially important 
in this regard. This is the only way a solution can be found that harmoniously 
integrates into the existing plant.

The concept of Industry 4.0 has just begun. 
How is DESMA working on technologies 
that can advance this vision?  

This occurs as a result of networking machines with 
a host computer via FTP, OPC interfaces or NoBus. 
This makes it possible to exchange process data in 
real time and detect errors right away. Moreover, 
there are concepts for fast conversions and rapid 
compound changeovers – this way a basic machine 
can be used to cost-effectively manufacture a very 
wide range of products and small series. Designat- 

ed tools and parts using RFID technology provide a simple overview, even in 
the case of many variants. 

What is your prognosis for the DESMA machine of the future?

In future, having a wide portfolio of proven and innovative technologies avail- 
able that you can quickly combine into individual solutions for the customer 
will be more and more important. This provides an opportunity to generate 
added value for every specific process. 

DRIVERS, TRENDS & TECHNOLOGY

»In order to perfectly meet the  
requirements and fulfill the  
wishes of our customers now  
and in the future, DESMA con- 
tinuously develops existing prod- 
ucts further and also launches  
innovations on the market that 
give customers new advantages.«
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STATEMENTS OF OUR CUSTOMERS

The S3 has achieved something great and,  
most importantly, it is incredibly user-friendly.

It’s great that we also can rely on the 
technical support of DESMA at our new 
production locations in India and China.

DESMA is on the right path.

The personal contact partner is the alpha and
omega. I need to be able to trust this person.

«

«

«
«

»
»

»
»
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DESMA is like a good friend.  
Service always has my back.

Emotion and information –  
this creative tension is not  
communicated by any competitor.

The diagnostic service and the quick spare parts  
supply are absolutely crucial to our success in  
production. DESMA is always a good fit for us.

The DESMA team advises, supports and helps –  
purposefully and swiftly.  
Our company has already been benefitting from  
this for many years.

» «
» «

«

«

»

»
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Resource-saving, global, networked and successful. This is the future of elastomer processing. We have already reached many milestones 
on the way to the extremely productive and profitable manufacture of moulded rubber and silicone parts. As a forerunner, we will continue 
to further develop the innovative range of DESMA machines, automation technology and mould building and adapt to the dynamic require-
ments of our customers, now and in the future. 

Let’s think ahead and move ahead together. We look forward to it!

   Let’s continue  
  to make history. 
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1965 – 1975 1976 – 1986 1987 – 1997

We congratulate DESMA!
Partners & Friends
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PARTNERS & FRIENDS

 Whatever your plans may be.
Lightweight solutions in steel. Developed for the automobile industry.

 w w w . s a l z g i t t e r - a g . d e

salIM1011_AZ_Auto_206x268_ICv2_1jf_Eng.indd   1 18.06.15   15:32
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HAPPY 
DESMAaaa 
TO YOUUU!

www.ixlog.com

Congratulations on the 50th anniversary 
and many thanks for the years of our 
very good cooperation.

  Online  www.streit.de
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PARTNERS & FRIENDS

INSPIRATION NOW!
AND FOREVER.
CREATIVE 
KICKS AND 
GREAT MEDIA 
GUARANTEED 
IN THE 
FUTURE TOO! GO!
Congratulations, dear DESMA. 

50 years of passion and success, full of good ideas, with great aims and infectious enthusiasm. 
We are happy to be underway with the experts in injection moulding machines: From the roadshow and brand  
strengthening to the new corporate design and this chronicle. So that the outstanding products and services  
from Fridingen continue right on course.

strategic communications design, 70197 Stuttgart, Germany, +49 711 3582925, www.monopage.info
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Congratulations to the 50-year
company anniversary
and thank you for the 
long-term, trusting

cooperation

Heizungstechnik

Anzeige englisch.indd   1 17.04.2015   14:30:31
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wish you all the best for your 50th 
anniversary. 

Your reliable partner for cutting task, for 
more information please visit our website 

www.weber-maschinenbau-gmbh.de 

     	   	  
CNC turning Ø1100x3000, CNC milling 2000x1500x1700 max. 5.000kg 

PARTNERS & FRIENDS
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50 years DESMA

Congratulations on your 

company anniversary
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PARTNERS & FRIENDS
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DESMA_206x130mm_englisch.indd   2 20.04.2015   10:33:02

We are a highly productive supplier and expanding business, specializing in 

metal and sheet metal machining. Our customers include leading companies

in a variety of industrial sectors.

In addition to sheet metal machining, we offer mechanical machining, 

including turning and milling. Plating is also done on site, meaning that we

can offer one-stop solutions.

Our customers appreciate our ability to provide high quality and flexibility at 
a competitive price. Our highly motivated team would welcome to work

together with you.  Thank you!

HEINRICH SEEGER Maschinenbau  Allmandstr. 4
72290 Loßburg     Germany     Tel. 07455-871-0

HEINRICH SEEGER

Maschinenbau

Sheet metal Machining

Turning and Milling

Laser Technology
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www.ahp.de

ahp.mission
We drive our customers’ success. We have developed, 
 designed and manufactured high-quality hydraulic 
 cylinders to this end since 1973, and have attained global 
recognition. Many of our custom developed cylinders are 
considered the industry standard; a result of our modular 
product range, delivering economic individuality and 
rapid availability for our customers. Sensible business 
 planning, building for the long-term by focusing on the 

obvious, and maintaining trusting relationships with 
our business  partners, are all part of our business 
tradition.
We have been offering the new AHP Technikum training 
sessions and workshops on the subject of hydraulic 
cylinders and thus a platform for events and knowledge 
transfer since 2015. Information and registration under: 
www.ahp.de/technikum

Congratulations on the occasion of the 50-year anniversary of DESMA!

AHP_135-4-15_Anzeige_DESMA_EN.indd   1 22.04.15   18:22

PARTNERS & FRIENDS
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50 years Klöckner Desma – we congratulate to your 
company anniversary!  
 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for 
your cooperation and wish you for the future all the best 
and success.  
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We congratulate DESMA 
 

and wish them 
continued 
success!

on their 50th anniversary

www.keba.com

PARTNERS & FRIENDS
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bae_sponsoring_206x268mm_EN.indd   1 16.04.2015   15:31:07

PARTNERS & FRIENDS
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Null Toleranz!
Beim Spionieren heißt die Regel: Wer nicht dicht hält, bekommt ein Problem.
Dieses Gesetzt gilt erst recht, wenn man versucht, Gummi mit einem
Druck bis 3.000 bar in eine Form zu pressen. Gut, wenn der verantwort-
liche Hydraulikzylinder dann bei Bender-Esser in Meerbusch entstanden 
ist, wo man in Sachen Spielraum keine Toleranzen kennt.

Wo Druck gebraucht wird, ist meist
Hydraulik im Spiel. In Pressen,
Maschinen, Bohranlagen, Schiffs-
motoren, Fahrzeugen und Landma-
schinen werden viele Kraftakte mit-
tels komprimiertem Öl erledigt.
Doch wer sich den Druck zunutze
machen möchte, braucht auch Ma-
terialien, die den extremen Bedi-
gungen standhalten, unter denen er 
erzeugt wird. Außerdem funktioniert 
es nur, wenn Zylinder und Kolben 
perfekt ineinander passen. Gerade 
im großen Maßstab reichen schon 
Unebenheiten von wenigen Tau-
sendstel Millimeter für einen ausge-
wachsenen Schaden.

Nur mit absoluter Präzision werden 
wir den Ansprüchen unserer Kunden 
gerecht.“ Die sitzen auf der ganzen 
Welt, Unternehmen in den USA, China, 
in den Niederlanden, der Schweiz 
und Tschechien und natürlich 
auch aus Deutschland bestellen 
in Meerbusch. Aus Voll-
material oder nahtlosen 
Siederohren werden in 
einem aufwändigen 
Verfahren die Zylin-
der und Kolben
präzise gebohrt, 
gedreht, gefräst, 
geschliffen und
gehont. Ein Union-
bohrwerk,eine 
gesteuerte Bett-
fräsmaschine mit 
einer Länge von vier 
Metern, zwei Honbän-
ke, 4 zyklengesteuerte 
Drehbänke stehen dem 
11köpfigen Team dafür zur 
Verfügung. Zylinder bis acht 
Meter Länge und 1500 Millimeter 
Durchmesser können auf den Dreh- 
und Honbänken bearbeitet werden.

Auf den Bohwerken bohren sie 
mittig sowie außermittig bis zu 
einer Länge von 1750 Millime-
ter Löcher bis zu 20 Millimeter 
Durchmesser, zum Beispiel in 
Kolbenstangen für integrierte 
Wegemess-Systeme. 

In einer durchschnittlichen Be-
arbeitungszeit von vier bis fünf 
Wochen je nach Material und Auf-
trag entstehen in Meerbusch aus 
einfachen Rohren und Stangen 
passgenaue Zylinder und Kol-
benstangen. Claudia und Frank 
Esser sind seit 1997 im Familien-
unternehmen aktiv, das seit 1974 
besteht. Seither ist die Firma im-
mer weiter gewachsen. Um im 
globalen Wettbewerb optimal zu 
bestehen, haben die beiden Ge-
schäftsführer eine eigene Qualitäts-
kontrolle eingerichtet, die sich an 
allen internationalen Standarts 
orientiert. Überall auf der Welt ist 
das oberste Gebot in der Hydrau-
lik übrigens identisch. Es lautet:
Immer schön dicht halten.

Claudia und Frank Esser kennen 
deshalb bei der Herstellung ihrer 
Produkte kein Pardon: „Die Ober-
flächen unserer Rohre und Zylinder 
haben einen Rauheitswert von bis 
zu 0,1µ und auf unsereren Honbän-
ken erreichen wir Toleranzgrenzen 
von H6 bis H7“, erklärt Frank Esser, 
und seine Gattin ergänzt: 

Kontrollierte Qualität

Bender-Esser GmbH
In der Loh 36, 40668 Meerbusch
Tel.: 0 21 50 / 79 18-19
Fax: 0 21 50 / 38 06
bender-esser@t-online.de
www.bender-esser.de

Präzision ist Pflicht

Bender-Esser GmbH
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PARTNERS & FRIENDS
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